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(October 31, 1991- September 28, 2009) 
GREG LEITAO '12 and AWSON PICKENS '12 
NEWS EDITORS 
Adrianna Duffy, a member of the Trinity College 
Class of 2013, passed away early Monday morning at 
artford Hospital. She was 17-years·old. She was 
taken to the hospital late Sunday evening after 
falling ill, and was pronounced dead a few hours 
later. The cause of death is pending a medical exam-
iner's report, but preliminary information suggests 
~he died of natural causes, despite an ongoing police 
investigation, which is protocol in all unexplained 
deaths. 
The Trinity community was notified of the 
tragedy in a campus-wide e-mail sent by Dean of 
Students Frederick Alford. "It was obvious to me 
that in her short time with us, Adrianna had been a 
good and true friend and worked her way deeply into 
the hearts of her fellow students. Her friends 
remember her for her intelligence, beauty, selfless-
ness, and a boundless joy of life. Adrianna was a 
soon-to-be aunt to her older sister's imminent child, 
a big sister to her younger sibling, and a daughter to 
her mother and father. Hers was a life cut too short, 
but a life lived with love, laughter, and the riches of 
'timulating educational environments and caring 
communities of good people. The Trinity community 
is diminished by this loss but we are called to com -
mit ourselves to caring for one another during this 
time of tragedy," Alford said. 
Alford also informed the campus of the resources 
available to those hoping to seek comfort in their 
grief, including the Umoja Cultural House, College 
Chaplain Allison Read, and the College's counselors. 
Adrianna graduated from Concord Academy, a 
private boarding school in Concord, Mass., last June. 
1\t Concord Academy, Adrianna was a highly moti-
"She was a terrifjc )IOU!J.,q 
woman, motivate'C{, 6ri8ht, 
atlifetic, and with much am6i~ 
tion to lie~ cliiUren fJTOW uy 
we{[" - jaco6 ?l. 'Dresden, 
"On the field, 






"Hers was a life 
cut too short, but 
agement to youn~r 
teammates." - David 
Rost, Dean of Students 
and Community Life 
at Concord Academy 
a llfe llved with love, lauQhte r, and the rt c:hes of 
stimulatln~ educational wironments and car-
lnQ communities of Qood people." - Frededck 
Alford, Dean of 
Students at Trinity 
"Losing someone this 
young is incomprehensi · 
ble and tragic, in the most liter · 
al of senses." - James F. Jones, 







vated student-athlete. When the school's officials 
heard of Adrianna's untimely passing, they were 
shocked and saddened. 
"Adrianna Duffy was talented, determined, artic-
ulate, and caring," said Dean of Students and 
Community Life at Concord Academy David Rost. 
"She achieved success with characteristic tenacity 
and self-discipline," said Rost. Former Headmaster 
Jacob A. Dresden knew Adrianna personally and was 
grieved when he received the news. "She was a ter-
rific young woman, motivated, bright, athletic, and 
with much ambition to help children grow up well. 
Many in her class at Concord Academy will miss 
her," Dresden said. 
Adrianna's former teachers also highlight he 
intelligence and determination. "At times, I was left 
astounded by the depth of Adrianna's perception," 
said Adrianna's senior year English teacher, Kristen 
Hoyte. Adrianna's geology teacher, John Picklei 
agreed. "Adrianna was a talented student, capable 0£ 
assimilating complex information and distilling the 
essence to apply in real-world situations," Pickl 
said. 
Rost also noted Adrianna's numerous accomplish-
ments during her high school career. "Aclriannai 
played field hockey and lacrosse for four seasons," 
said Rost. "She was voted captain of the lacross 
team by her peers. On the field, she led by example, 
consistently offering encouragement to younger 
teammates." 
Rost also spoke of Adrianna's involvement i 
Concord Academy's Community and Equity office 
Adrianna was an active member of Umoja, Concord 
Academy's African-American affinity group, "where 
see REMEMBERING on page 6 
Zion-i Enjoys Playing at Fall Concert Local Hartford Man 
Arrested Near Campus 
EMILY GIITLEMAN '11 I PHOTO EDITOR 
Zi n-i put on an entertaining how for over two hundred student thi \\eekend . 
"I thought the crowd was 
great, great energy. I liked the 
fact it was outside . The thing 
that was hard for us is that we 
missed our plane, so our trav· 
els plans were messed up, so 
we were kind of discombobu-
lated, but as far as the show 
went it was great. This was 
cool because we did another 
show at a frat party in 
California UC Davis it 
reminded me of that. I 
thought the Mill and Temple 
of Hip Hop did a great job 
organizing it, when we got 
there they had a room for us, 
they gave us snacks and 
everything, it was all really 
well planned," said Zumbi, a 
member of Zion·i. The band, 
along with Cale Parks, RJD2, 
and several student bands , 
performed at the Fall Concert 
held at the Mill on Saturday. 
TASH! GENDEN '12 
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR 
A man was found in posses-
sion of illegal firearms after 
leading police on a foot chase 
in the area of Sigourney 
Street and Park Terrace last 
Wednesday night. 
The man, later identified 
as 26-year-old Brandon Henry 
of 11 Greenfield St., was ini-
tially pulled over for riding a 
bicycle without a proper illu-
mination device . While the 
officers were advising him of 
the violation, he suddenly 
made a dash on foot leaving 
the bicycle behind. Henry was 
observed throwing a metallic 
object on the ground while on 
the run. Subsequently after 
his arrest, the object was dis-
covered to be a black Sentinel 
.22 caliber revolver with nine 
live rounds. Officers also 
found marijuana in his pock-
ets in a search incidental to 
the arrest. 
The man was consequently 
charged with Failing to Have 
Lights Illuminated, Driving 
the Wrong Way on a Divided 
Highway, Interfering with 
Police, Carrying a Pistol 
Without a Permit, Criminal 
Possession of a Firearm, 
Possession of a Controlled 
Substance, and Possession of 
a Controlled Substance within 
1500 yards of the Burns 
Elementary School. A bail 
see POLICE on page 7 
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Tripod Editorial 
Putting it in Perspective 
When something terrible important enough to stop us in 
happens, after the initial our tracks and change the way 
shock has passed, people tend we think about the world. 
to react by saying something Why can't we just accept 
along the lines of, "Well, that the truth: that sometimes, for 
really puts it all in perspec· no reason whatsoever, 17-year-
tive." old college freshmen on the 
I hate this statement. brink of lives full of promise 
I hate the idea that it takes die, leaving us all reeling? 
something like the death of a That it is especially hard when 
fellow student to remind us we lose someone we knew so 
that we are only reading little, because we cannot 
books, writing papers, playing explain why we are so upset -
games. None of these activities after all, we barely knew her? 
is as important as appreciat- That sometimes there is no 
ing how lucky we are, spend- lesson to learn, no greater pur-
ing time with our loved ones, pose to uncover in death? 
making a difference in the life Because grief, as unpleas-
of another, yet we allow our- ant an emotion as it is, is an 
selves to get caught up in the infinitely easier one to wrap 
whirlwind of the mundane as the mind around than the ter-
the special moments pass us 
by, nearly unnoticed. 
Then tragedy hits, and in 
an effort to explain the inexpli · 
cable, we convince ourselves 
that now finally this event was 
ror that goes along with the 
notion that there are some 
things we cannot explain and 
do not understand. That some-
times it is not a Middlebury 
student gone missing, a Yale 
student brutally murdered, 
but one of us, a Trinity stu · 
dent, taken from us quietly in 
the night with no one for us to 
blame for her loss. 
We will eulogize Adrianna, 
hold memorial services, cancel 
classes. We will look back on 
this day a year from now and 
realize that we did eventually 
continue our lives. But even 
when we no longer think tear-
fully of her every day, we will 
always remember the way she 
made us feel in life and the 




In last week's issue, th 
Tripod mistakenly referred t 
ena Fraden as the Associat 
ean of Students. Dea 
raden is, of course, the Dea 
f Faculty and Vice Presiden 
or Academic Affairs. The 
Tripod greatly regrets thi 
Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity Tripod, 
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor. 
Letters to the Editor 
Not Everyone Finds 
Humour Article Amusing 
Dear Editors, 
I don't think I've ever read 
something as idiotic as the 
"Open · Letter to All Long· 
Distance Boyfriends of 
Freshman Girls," [Humour 
section, Sept. 15, 2009 issue] 
and that suggests quite a bit 
when you consider how bad 
some things have been in this 
paper over the past few years. 
I don't really understand 
why you couldn't just replace 
this entire "humour piece" 
with an ad for pizza. And 
replace the person that wrote 
this with a pet brick. Inert and 
thumbless, it'd write better 
stories from the trunk of a car 
under a pile of old jockstraps. 
Is Hal Ebbott a real per-
son? Or a funny pen name I 
just don't get? If he's real, I 
hope he never writes anything 
again, ever. And that some Psi 
U brother hooks up with his 
mom. If he's made up, I hope 
he goes away, forever. My day 
just got that much more 
banal. 
I know by even engaging 
with this, I'm somehow vali · 
dating it. But. Please. Stop. 
Hurting. Everything. By. 
Being. So. Stupid. 
Please. You wasted five 
minutes of my life, and I will 
never get it back. 
Best, 
Ed Walters '08 
Alumnus Seeks Opinions 
of Current Students 
Dear Editors, 
If I took what I have read 
in the Tripod online for the 
past few years at face value, I 
would believe that racism and 
homophobia have increased in 
the 35 years since I matricu-
lated. 
Since this is plainly not the 
case in society as a whole -
you students in your teens 
and 20s will just have to take 
my word for that; I've lived it, 
you haven't- one has to won-
der why the focus on it in the 
Tripod today? 
Maybe I missed those 
issues of the Tripod in my day, 
but I don't remember seeing 
articles in virtually every 
issue like I do now about the 
prevalence of racism and 
homophobia on campus. And 
let me assure you that there 
was real homophobia in the 
'70s. Those were the days 
when gays were very much in 
closets. I thought I didn't 
know any gays only to find out 
that "some of my best friends 
Speaking only for myself, 
it seems to me that while 
real discrimination has 
declined, sensitivity to possi· 
ble or imagined slights has 
reached astronomical propor-
tions. 
I live in the center of a 
large, northeastern city, and 
am a member of the city's only 
persecuted minority: aging, 
male Republicans. Not only is 
there no homophobia here, 
there is downright homophil-
ia, which is fine with me. After 
all, some of my friends and 
neighbors ... " 
I'm interested in what you, 
today's students, have to say 
about this. 
Sincerely, 
Andrew Terhune '78 
Greek Life Contributes 
to Hate Speech on 
Campus 
Dear Editors, 
I couldn't agree more with 
James Stevens '02 [Letter to 
the Editor, Sept. 22, 2009 
issue]. Having overlapped 
with him during my timt at 
Trinity, I can testify to the 
historical and continued per-
sistence of homophobia and 
other forms of hate speech on 
campus. 
And when it comes down to 
it, I agree with James' solu-
tion to the problem: abolish 
Greek organizations. 
These organizations add 
nothing to campus life except 
for perpetual mess and inci· 
dents ranging from drunken 
hijinks to sexual assault. In 
remaining on campus, Greek 
life sustains a culture of 
exclusion and unbridled mas-
culinity that fails to uphold 
even a modicum of the so-
called excellence Trinity's lib-
eral arts tradition is supposed 
to embody. 
Trinity's campus is steeped 
in a culture of drunken 
debauchery and sophomoric 
activity that is inseparable 
from Greek life. 
While it is not always pos· 
sible - nor is it necessarily 
helpful - to draw a straight 
line from Greek life to 
Trinity's more notorious inci· 
dents, there is no doubt that 
it is this broader culture of 
irresponsibility, indissociable 
from Trinity's fraternities and 
sororities, which produced the 
most recent episode of hatred. 
Sincerely, 
Ben Schacht '08 
We welcome your feedback! Send a Letter to the Editor: e·mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit 
at www.trinitytripod.com. The Tripod reserves the right to edit letters for length and clarity. 
OPINIONS 
The Trinity Tripod 
The White Board: Our Newest Campus Culprit 
NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10 
FEATURES EDITOR 
There is something very 
unsettling happening on our 
campus. lMany of you have 
heard about the homophobic 
slur incident that occurred 
recently, but that's not exactly 
what I'm talking about. For 
be there if there were no cover-
age of the incident, and they 
will continue to be there if 
there is ample coverage of the 
incident. 
I argue that over-covering 
the incident that took place a 
couple weeks ago might actual-
ly reinforce notions that 
Trinity is a place where taler 
anyone who has 
attended Trinity for 
more than three 
weeks, you know we 
have some issues 
with acceptance. You 
know this because for 
every incident that 
occurs, you will read 
at least one e·mail 
and four separate 
Tripod articles about 
it (I realize this arti-
cle is adding another 
one to the pile, but 
bear with me). If it's 
I think it is 
ance goes to die. I 
arrived as a fresh-
man with no reason 
to think that 
Trinity had any 
problems with any 
kind of minority 
group. But with 
each passing inci-
dent, relatively 
major or minor, and 
their subsequent 
campus-wide freak-
outs, I have become 




in our struggle 
toward unity. 
This silent 
killer should be 
called out [ ... ] 
I'm talking 
about the wily 
white board. ever otherwise 
really a doozy, there might even 
be a rally or campus-wide dis-
cussion where the choir preach-
es the same optimistic rhetoric 
about how to fix the problem. 
Don't get me wrong, I can't 
stand homophobia, or slurs; I'm 
even uncomfortable casually 
using the word "hate." I think 
it's a shame that such things 
still exist in our society today, 
and that Trinity is included in 
that. But they do. They would 
would be that there are some 
Trinity students out there who 
harbor a lot of hate and bigotry. 
And it's very unfortunate, but 
such is life. 
I'm concerned that covering 
these incidents so heavily does 
not lend itself to progress, but 
instead, deepens resentments 
between students and thus, 
deeper lines of division 
between their social groups and 
social scenes. I once wondered 
why my friends at other schools 
don't complain about the same 
problems we do. They must 
have them sometimes, because 
when you bring people from dif-
ferent walks of life together, 
conflict is inevitable. lMaybe 
they just hear about it less 
because they go to larger 
schools that don't give random 
white board attacks the time of 
day, and have bigger priorities 
than constantly scolding one 
member, or one crappy atti-
tude, of the student body. 
Which brings me to my 
unsettlement. I think it is time 
to acknowledge another villain 
in our struggle toward unity. 
This silent killer should be 
called out, be ca use it too often 
is disguised as an innocent 
bystander when these episodes 
of hate occur. I'm talking about 
the wily white board. 
You think it means no 
wrong, just sitting there on the 
door to your dorm room. But let 
me ask one thing, why do you 
even need to have your white 
board on the outside of your 
door? I have thought about this 
long and hard, and the only 
thing I came up with was leav-
ing important messages for 
your roommates, like that they 
are sexiled for the night, but 
see RECENI' on page 5 
Nation's Racial Problems Not 
Rectified By Obama' s Election 
SETH HULL '11 
OPINIONS EDITOR 
Ten short months ago, 
President Obama joined rare 
company by winning the pres-
idential election, and accept-
ing his position as the future 
President of the United 
Admittedly, voting for 
Obama was both cathartic 
and vindicating; it felt good to 
vote for a black man for a 
change. And, only days after 
the election had come to an 
end, it became clear that my 
feelings were hardly unique: 
justifiably or not , Obama's 
election had States of America. 
For obvious rea-
sons, Obama's elec-
tion represented a 
watershed moment 
in the history of our 
country - the sym-
bolism of his elec-
[ ... ]working seemed to miracu-
lously purge the 
collective guilt of 
white America. 







to be virtually 
Obama' s adver-incomprehensible . I 
will always remem- saries have been 
her, in vivid detail, given the 
the night that 
Obama was elected 
the first biracial 
president of the free 







Brooks, of The New 
York Times, seems to 
believe this was war-
ranted: recently, 
Brooks wrote an arti-
cle called, "No, It's 
Not About Race." In 
his article, Brooks 
contends that the 
source of the harsh 
criticism Obama has 
incurred is not racial 
bias, but rather the 
back and forth between my 
essay on America's Founding 
Fathers and CBS's online 
streaming of the election. 
When it was finally official, a 
chill shot through my body, as 
I knew I would never fully 
grasp the significance of the 
moment I had witnessed. 
"populist tendency" that has 
marked our country since its 
inception. He invokes the classic 
example of the conflict between 
Hamiltonians and Jeffersonians 
to illustrate his point: 
"Hamiltonians stood for urban-
see PRESIDENI' on page 5 
No Time to Play Politics With Afghanistan Israeli Zionism Suffering From 
ANDREW ''PONCH'' QUINN '10 almost everybody in the els is to be realized. This cor- La k f p • Ch • T' 
OPINIONS WRITER Administration assured us was ruption is not new, and the c 0 ass1on, ang1ng lffieS 
the only way to win in strategy in place is meant to BRANDON ZINN '13 "yes we can" was this past 
During the presidential Afghanistan) which he planned address it. So there is no OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR year, and rightfully so: 6 mil-
campaign, one of Barack would require 40,000 addition- practical reason for Obama to lion Jews had died while much 
Obama's fundamental positions al troops on the ground to suddenly be reconsidering Israeli Zionism is dying - of the world either turned a 
was that we had been distract- ensure a reasonable probability this strategy because of cor- it's a fact. Today the most pow· blind eye, or reacted at a 
ed by the war in Iraq and that of success. Obama's reaction to ruption. erful Zionism that we see is snail's pace. Even the U.S. 
we need to pursue victory this conclusion shocked and The real motivation of from Jews across the world. didn't get involved to stop the 
against Al- Qaeda and the dismayed me. He stated, "there Obama's sudden change of It's in these places that the Holocaust; U.S. involvment 
Taliban in Afghanistan more is no immediate decision pend- tone is the increasingly shrill Jewish people still see the was a byproduct of a very dif-
aggressively. As soon as he ing on resources, because one of opposition amongst the anti- inherent need for a Jewish ferent goal. Once the photos of 
entered office, Obama ordered the things that I'm absolutely war Left in Congress (most of homeland. In Israel though, the camps came back though, 
an extensive policy review. In clear about is you have to get whom, until recently, spouted although they may value what there was no denying what 
lMarch, Obama announced the the strategy right and then carefully rehearsed rhetoric they have, they've lost If Israel wants had happened -
resolution of that review by make a determination about claiming Afghanistan to be the memory of what it and finally, the 
to survive and saying that, "I want the resources." Well, of course you our "forgotten" first priority). was not to have it. world cried out. 
American people to understand do. Which is why Obama so With the epic failure to create They've forgotten remain true to Israel was given a 
that we have a clear All f h' . wisely set that a healthcare bill that moder- what it was to live in itself, there place to call their 
and focused goal: to 
0 is previ- clear strategy at ate Americans and a society where one is must be a own - a Jewish 
disrupt, dismantle, ous efforts to per- the outset, back in Congressmen could support, an absolute minority homeland where 
d A revival of and defeat AI- sua e mericans lMarch. Why the Obama and the Democrat and where one doesn't 'dor ledor' (genera-
Qaeda in Pakistan and our enemies abrupt change in Congressional leadership constantly feel 'ahk- Zionism within tion to generation) 
and Afghanistan." alike that he tone? Has Obama must now shore up support vah' (brotherhood). the population. could live safely, 
He immediately lost his nerve? amongst the Left if they are to A trend of dying and where they 
ordered 4,000 addi- would be resolute One argument be able to force through a nationalism isn't a uniquely Israeli could defend themselves. 
tional troops, in pursuing our is that the Afghan healthcare bill that will likely phenomenon. Throughout history And the Zionism grew, and 
installed Gen. objectives has just government has have the public option we can point out different nations it would not be denied. Time 
Stanley lMcChrystal, been wasted, become extremely stripped out. Obama is now that had immense success initially after time, outside forces 
and went about pros- corrupt, as evi- engaging in stalling tactics, so - especially in regards t.o defend- attempted to conquer Israel, 
ecuting the war more pawned off to buy denced by last that the healthcare question ing themselves - initially, but and each time it seemed as if 
vigorously than ever a few votes in his month's highly is settled (perhaps months failed ultimately due t.o dying they would - but each time, 
before. Only a month own party. flawed election. from now) before he . must nationalism. Even here in the with the help of the United 
ago, Obama reas- This line of rea - make a controversial choice United States, patriotism isn't States, Israel miraculously 
sured us that Afghanistan was a saning suggests that without on troop numbers. whatitusedt.obe. However, Israel overcame the odds. This cul-
"warofnecessity." Itseemed t.ome a stable government as a part· Obama's recent words on is unique - it's the only state minated in the "1967 War" 
that the faith I placed in our pres· ner, NATO has almost no Afghanistan demonstrate a today that is not only publicly when Israel not only defeated 
ident to lead this countcy during chance of prevailing. striking failure to lead our known to be affiliated with a the attackers, but pushed 
wartime had been well-placed. However, one of the primary country when it is at war. specific religion, but was creat- them back gaining 
Then, a report released last elements of lMcChrystal's McChrystal's strategy is ed that way by the outside Jerusalem, The West Bank, 
week by Obama's right-man- counter-insurgency plan is to clearly the best chance for a world. This creates an inter- Gaza, and the Sinai Peninsula. 
for-the-job, lMcChrystal, indi- root out corruption. The addi- victory in our necessary war, esting dynamic. Today this Zionism has 
cated that the comprehensive tional American resources are so much so that as I write this In the years following the faded. Draft dodging occurs -
counter-insurgency strategy needed if any hope of reducing Holocaust, "never again" 
(that up until just recently corruption to manageable lev- see RESOLUTE on page 5 became more popular than see REVIVAL. on page 5 
Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff. 
THE TRINITY TRIPOD 
Music and Literature: Connected By Something Novel 
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11 about, which is pretty special. have publications like The New shows that when treated with 
ST FF WRITER We've all probably learned at York Times Book Review and the right finesse, these boring 
some point about general artis- The New Yorker for recognition's sounds are fascinating.) Dave 
MUSICAL INTRODUC- tic "movements" (Romanticism, sake. Unfortunately, these publi- Eggers wrote a novel based on 
TION: Surrealism, blah, blah, blah). cations seem pretty uninterested Where the Wild Things Are, 
So in music we've got all 
sorts of cool things going on 
with people doing things most 
musicians never even 
dreamed of: different genres 
have been combined in unex· 
pected ways (most obviously 
in mash-ups and that kind of 
stuff); bands like Animal 
Collective have taken techno 
(a musical form originally 
intended for spikey-haired-
a n d - way· too· skinny -
Europeans with baggy pants 
and an ecstasy habit) and 
have fused it with traditional 
American pop music (e.g., The 
Beach Boys) ; bands like The 
Books have used sampling 
technology to make music out 
of non-musical noise . 
Today's changes in music 
are traceable to one (definite· 
ly oversimplified) assertion -
something like: "There's a lot 
of musical 'stuff' out there , so 
let's see what tools we can use 
to combine that 'stuff' into 
something new and exciting." 
So music is now like the com-
binatoric/permutation prob-
lems you did in high school 
math. Today's musicians are 
taking the scraps of yester· 
day's music and are using 
technology and talent to make 
those scraps into something 
new for today. This music is 
often really fun to listen to. 
It's the kind of stuff that you 
can both dance to AND think 
The implication of the term in attempting to get our age called simply The Wild Things. 
"artistic movements" is that all range to read. Unless it will sell The list goes on. 
art-from music to painting to well, of course... The most glaringly obvious 
literature-tends to move HERE'S MY POINT: convergence of the literary and 
together in a loosely collabora- Art is wrapped up in a musical avant-garde occurred in 
tive effort. I think you'd all agree new "movement." It's a move· 2007 when Sufjan Stevens co· 
that the most readily available ment that makes us dance wrote the introduction to The 
art right now is music, and that and think. Call it Indie if Best American Nonrequired 
musicians seem to have tapped you'd like to, but if you don't Reading. Authors and musicians 
into something that looks a hell want to sound like you spend coming together in a new move-
of a lot like a new "movement." too much time on the ment. Nice. These authors 
WHAT ABOUT BOOKS? Internet, call it our genera· don't want to put you to sleep, 
If this is true, then is liter tion's avant-garde. There are and they definitely don't want 
ature being left in the dust of authors worth reading right to disorient you with difficul· 
this "movement" of taking the now, who are doing things ty. Like today's best music, 
leftover "stuff' of art and ere- that are arguably as exciting their work is complex and 
ating something new? Is there and new and fun and (some· technically impressive. More 
any sort of artistic coherence? times) as weird as the con- importantly, though, their 
Can authors make us "dance" temporary music scene. Their work can also make you want 
to stuff we used to dismiss as books may not be as easy to to get out of your seat and 
garbage? Is it true that books find as an MP3, but they can dance. To wake up to the 
aren't really that "cool" or be as rewarding as all of our world around us and dance 
"caught up" with the audience new music is. with it, so to speak. 
that matters, us? Well, no. It For instance , George So pay attention, because 
turns out authors are doing Saunders wrote a book called these authors are tapped into 
the same things as musicians, The Brief and Frightening our generation's likes/dislikes 
with one big difference: It's Reign of Phil, which he in the same way that all your 
almost impossible to find out describes as "a children's book favorite "avant-garde" musi-
anything about these new about genocide." (Unexpected cians are. And if you give them 
authors. genre combo? Yes . More specif- time, they'll make you feel the 
Literary types seem more ically, he has taken Vonnegut's same weird "wow" feeling you 
afraid of technology than the satirical tone and applied it to can get while listening to 
average · grandmother (and, our generation's needs.) David Animal Collective melt your 
arguably, less capable of using Foster Wallace is dead, but he face off in Prospect Park. One 
it). So, new authors do not will have a posthumously pub- good source of these writers is 
have the same platforms for lished book titled The Pale www.mcsweeneys.net, an 
discovery or recognition that King which talks about bore- independent publishing com· 
musicians can access. There is dom's ability to broaden our pany ("INDIE!"). They aren't 
no "Pitchfork" equivalent for consciousness. (Kind of like easy to find, the literary 
contemporary authors, no how The Books - a band - avant-garde, but seek and you 











-rhis ~ u;e aSKed: II' yoa a u;ere a • l'led3e 
Master·· l'or a do/, what woald yoa MO.St liKe 
to do to yoar f'led~.s? 
ffMake them make my bed for 
me every day after I get up 
ancl go to class.,, 
"r cl make the pledges talk like 
the lead singer of the B-52s. '' 
-Meghan McEvoy '11 
ul would make them swallow a fish." 
-Nikki Carrido '12 
-Kelsey Doran '11 
"I would make them go to admis-
sions and steal a ton of visitor 
parking passes so I don't get any 
more tickets on my unregistered ,, 
car. 
-Kate Bress '12 
ffl woulcl make them do eveiything 
backwards. Shoes backwards, glasses 
backwards, everything back.wards." 
-Mina Aiken '11 
"Cross-dress." 
-Kaitlyn Mazzili '11 
"I'd. make them drink Baile:Ys out 
of a shoe, and make them dress as 
she-wolves ancl attack people on 
the Long Walk during full moons. 
At late night, they'd have to stand 
on a bench. ancl pretend to be the 
Blue Man Group. I'cl also only let 
them listen to Creed, and make 
them paint my portrait in ancient 
Greek goddess fashion." 
-Nancy Grosvenor '11 
"Mas cl • ,, sages an manicures. 
-Katie Marinello '11 
"I would cover their hands in duct 
tape, with the sticky part on the 
outside. And gorilla suits." 
-LeAire Wilson '11 
"Cover them in honey and 
make them roll around in 
leaves." 
-Ashley Ardinger '12 
''Make them eat their way out of a 
swimming pool filled with jello." 
-Verity Sayles '11 
President Obama' s Election 
Symbolic, Not Revolutionary 
continued from page 3 
ism, industrialism and federal 
power. Jeffersonians were 
suspicious of urban elites and 
financial concentration and 
believed m small-town 
virtues and limited govern-
ment L..] This populist ten-
dency continued through the 
centuries. Sometimes it took 
right-wing forms , sometimes 
left-wing ones. Sometimes it 
was agrarian L .. ] Often it 
was extreme, conspiratorial 
and rude. The populist ten-
dency has always used the 
same sort of rhetoric[...]" 
I only slightly agree: while 
this "populist tendency" 
Brooks speaks of is undeni-
ably real, it is far from the 
sole cause of the anti-Obama 
rhetoric that has become 
increasingly prevalent of 
late. For, working within the 
context our allegedly enlight-
ened country - a notion 
Brooks perpetuates 
Obama's adversaries have 
been given the chance to 
evince their prejudice with 
impunity. 
Take, for example, the 
wild craze over Obama's 
place of birth. One need not 
dig deep to find the racist 
implications in the ubiqui-
tous new bumper sticker 
which begs the exhausted 
question, "Where's the birth 
certificate!?" Obama s elec-
tion has also afforded pundits 
such as Glenn Beck and Bill 
O'Reilly - two of the most 
watched men on cable televi-
sion - an opportunity to feed 
the fire that is race relations 
in a more cunning, careful 
manner than that of donning 
obnoxious bumper stickers. 
For example, Beck's infamous 
assertion that President 
Obama himself "is a racist," 
is as clever as it is out-
landish. 
I do not intend to imply 
that all - or even most -
anti-Obama rhetoric is racial-
ly motivated. On the contrary, 
I believe it is important to 
avoid the common mistake of 
viewing "every conflict 
through the prism of race," as 
Brooks puts it. And no, I do 
not believe that America is 
composed of a body of "white 
supremacists," as some main-
tain. In fact, such extreme 
claims are just as unfounded 
and ridiculous as claims to 
the contrary, that racism has I 
played a minor role in anti-
Obama sentiment (as Obama 
himself disingenuously 
claimed recently). The truth 
lies in the middle: not all, but 
much of the President's oppo-
sition has racial roots. And as 
long as scholars such as 
Brooks skirt the issue by pre-
senting America as a healed 
nation, the Becks and 
O'Reillys of the world will be 
able to spew their vitriol 
without consequence. 
The bottom line: Obama's 
election may have been sym- J 
bolic, but it was not revolu-
tionary. If a person was 
racist on Nov. 3, 2008 - the 
day before Obama was elect-
ed - he was probably still 
racist on Nov. 4. As a nation, 
we should not feel exonerated 
by Obama's election, but com-
pelled to continue moving our 
country in the right direction. 
Recent Incidents Made Possible 
By Unnecessary White Boards 
continued from page 3 
that's what texts and post-it 
notes are for. Hmmmm. So 
maybe there is no true necessi-
ty for these white boards, but 
you should be able to have 
them if you want, right? 
Sure, but as far as I can tell, 
white boards attract deviants. 
Feel like drawing some geni-
talia or spewing some dirty 
words today? White boards pro-
vide the perfect anonymous 
opportunity. They might even 
have the power to create 
deviants. I mean honestly, I 
consider myself to be a pretty 
mature and considerate person, 
but when I pass a white board 
on someone's door, I suddenly 
have the sense of humor of a 
fourth-grade boy. Luckily the 
angel on my one shoulder is 
able to suppress the devil on 
the other, but do you know how 
difficult it is to not muddy up 
your pristine white board with 
that snugly-placed dry erase 
pen you so generously provide 
as well? 
Seriously, if you put a white 
board on the outside of your 
door, what do you expect? For 
your best friends to write you 
surprise haikus about bunnies 
vomiting sunshine and rain-
bows? Please. The days of ele-
mentary school are long gone, 
but we still have immature 
inclinations which a re only 
emphasized when we've had a 
few drinks. You know that. We 
also use profane language, and 
might even spontaneously 
become Da Vincis when it 
comes to drawing frogs hump-
ing each other. Some of us are 
also, unfortunately, hateful and 
bigoted. Such is life. 
To be clear - I never mean 
to suggest that if you keep a 
white board on your door you 
deserve, or should anticipate, 
to be treated cruelly. I would 
love to live in a world where 
you can leave a blank slate on 
your doorstep and expect no 
one to come up and tarnish it. 
But we don't, and Trinity 
shouldn't be expected to be that 
world, either. Should we still 
try to make progress? Yes. And 
maybe a new approach should 
be to refuse grand media atten-
tion to the random acts of stu -
pidity that are bound to occur 
anywhere. And to think twice 
before you hang t hat smut 
magnet outside your door. 
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Revival of Zionism Key to Israel's Survival 
continued from page 3 
not on a regular basis, but 
more often than ever before -
the political system is more 
fragmented and corrupt, and, 
most importantly, people are 
tired. For the first time ever, 
Israel has been in a conflict -
the most recent war with 
Lebanon - where at best, the 
victory was not decisive, and 
at worst, it was a draw. The 
greatest Zionists these days 
come from Jewish day schools 
in America. Having attended 
one of these schools, and hav-
ing - through my school -
lived in Israel for an extended 
period of time, I've seen the 
difference in the passion for 
what Israel once was for Jews 
everywhere, and what it is for 
many Israelis today - a place 
of grief, and hardship. 
And understandably so, the 
generations t hat made the 
country are dying off, and 
their children - today's par-
ents (and some grandparents), 
are sick of sending t heir chil-
dren off to die for what seems 
to be a never-ending war. And 
it's true, it does seem to be 
never-ending. The status quo 
in Israel is a culmination of so 
many things that it's nearly 
impossible to take all of them 
into account. 
Ultimately, however, the 
war is not ending any time 
soon. The Palestinians and 
the Israelis - regardless of 
how the impending peace talks 
go - will still clash just as 
they always have. And Iran 
becomes a larger threat with 
every passing day: just 
Sunday, even with the entire 
world pressing on it to halt its 
nuclear program, the military 
tested two new short-range 
missiles. 
Just last week Israel reas-
sured the world that in regard 
to Iran, milit ary action does 
remain on the t able and that 
Israel has every right to 
defend itself. Benjamin 
Netanyahu, the Israeli Prime 
Minister, also implied the 
other day that peace talks will 
only be successful if Mahmoud 
Abbas says that he wants to 
make peace with a Jewish 
state of Israel. In essence, 
Israel is, these days, talking 
the talk without walking the 
walk. 
The point is, the situation 
isn't changing any time soon. 
If Israel wants to survive and 
remain true to itself, there 
must be a revival of Zionism 
within the population. 
Without this, ultimately, 
Israel will bring about its own 
downfall. 
Resolute Action Necessary in Afghanistan 
contin ued from page 3 
article attacking the president 
on this matter, I have no 
doubt that he will eventually 
make the right choice and 
send the additional troops. 
However, in the intervening 
weeks or months, Obama is 
causing serious damage to our 
mission in Afghanistan and to 
his credibility as a leader. All 
of his previous efforts to per-
suade Americans and our ene-
mies alike that he would be 
resolute in pursuing our 
objectives has just been wast-
ed, pawned off to buy a few 
votes in his own party. This is 
all the more disappointing 
because now is precisely the 
time when it is most critical 
for Obama to convince the 
public that his chosen coun-
terinsurgency strategy is the 
right one, and that any sacri-
fices we and the troops make 
will not be in vain. He has 
sent the signal that our strat-
egy is not well-defined when it 
is, and that our enemies have 
a chance of convincing us to 
abandon Afghanistan, when 
we know we must not. In a 
war where perception plays a 
critical role, Obama has just 
destroyed the perception that 
America will not waver in our 
commitment to Afghanistan. 
NEWS 
The Trinity Tripod 
Remembering and Celebrating the Life of Adrianna Duffy 
continued from page 1 
she supported friends from 
nontraditional backgrounds 
and worked with adults on 
issues of diversity," according 
to Rost. 
Beyond her academic, ath-
letic, and social contributions, 
Rost mentioned that 
Adrianna's spirit, character, 
and community service 
involvement were her most 
defining qualities. "Adrianna 
worked every summer since 
she was 13; she had said those 
experiences taught her about 
her strengths and weaknesses 
and kept her humble," Rost 
said. 
Adrianna went above and 
beyond the expectations of a 
typical high school summer job. 
She worked at ho.th the Boys 
and Girls Club as a counselor, 
and a domestic violence agency, 
teaching teens in her communi-
ty about domestic and teen dat-
ing violence. According to Rost, 
Adrianna's ambition was "to 
become ·a psychologist so she 
could work with and support 
kids like her." 
With that ambition in mind, 
Adrianna excelled at Concord 
Academy and was granted 
admission to Trinity College's 
Class of 2013 last spring. 
Excited about entering a new 
chapter in her life and continu-
ing her education, Adrianna 
matriculated at Trinity on 
Friday, Sept. 4. 
Adrianna brought the same 
sense of dedication, kindness, 
and grace she exemplified in 
high school to Trinity. Assistant 
Professor Ciaran Berry, 
Adrianna's advisor and First-
Year Seminar professor, 
expressed his sadness at 
Adrianna's passing and e,mpha -
sized her maturity and intelli· 
gence. 
"In a letter Adrianna pro· 
duced for my class over the 
summer, she wrote in this 
beautiful, forward-sloping hand· 
writing, of Toni Morrison's 
Beloved and three lO·page 
papers she'd just completed on 
invasive nutria. She seemed so 
excited to be coming to Trinity, 
so full of deep, intellectual 
curiosity, so eager to learn. In 
class, she went about her work 
with a quiet determination, 
and when she spoke I was 
always struck by how careful 
and considered she was in what 
she said. I have no doubt she 
would have achieved great 
things here, and that we'll all 
feel her loss for a long, long 
time," Berry said. 
Adrianna's First·year Mentor, 
James Kukstis '10, also dis· 
played his sorrow in Adrianna's 
tragic death. "Adrianna will be 
missed by our seminar. To 
think of a life being cut so short 
- right at the start of a new 
chapter of her life - is devas· 
tating. Our class will certainly 
have a hole in it," Kukstis said. 
Deeper than Adrianna's 
contributions to the classroom 
was the lasting impression she 
left on everyone she met. At a 
vigil held at the College Chapel 
Monday evening, Adrianna's 
friends and classmates gath· 
ered to celebrate her life with 
stories and music. 
Adrianna's best friends, a 
group of beautiful and lively 
women who call themselves the 
"Ebony Coalition," shared sto· 
ries of Adrianna's energetic 
spirit and selfless love. In a 
series of personal speeches by 
the girls, they described 
Adrianna as "constantly hav· 
ing a smile on her face" and 
always finding the good in situ· 
ations. The girls also noted 
that she was the "glue" that 
kept them together, the rock of 
their group. 
Described as a "heartbro· 
ken" group, the Ebony 
Coalition finds some peace in 
the knowledge that Adrianna 
will forever remain in their 
memory. Despite only knowing 
each other for a month, the 
girls found Adrianna to be the 
"perfect friend," someone who 
left a "lasting impression" on 
everyone she met. 
After the girls spoke about 
Adrianna's virtues, her room· 
mate, Monica Rodriguez 
Roldan '13, spoke of the bond 
she felt with Adrianna. The 
two girls shared a small double 
in North Campus for the last 
month and during that time 
grew close to one another. 
Roldan, who made the 911 call 
that brought Adrianna to the 
hospital, said there was an 
"instant click" between her and 
Adrianna. In a tearful speech 
at the vigil, Roldan sadly 
noted, "I did everything I could 
last night." 
The vigil ended with 
speeches from Adrianna's 
Resident Assistant, Herman 
Brito '12 and Read. Brito spoke 
of the importance of making 
each day count. "Don't go to 
bed with a grudge," he said. 
"Tomorrow might be too late." 
Read also offered solace to 
an audience with heavy hearts. 
"I give you the permission to 
take care of yourself," Read 
said. After the vigil concluded, 
mourners exited the Chapel to 
heavy rainfall, the weather in 
accordance with their feelings. 
As the College continues to 
grieve, College President James 
F. Jones, Jr. offered advice and 
a message of hope to a commu-
nity shaken by shock and sad-
ness. 
In a statement released to 
the Tripod, Jones said, "People 
are not supposed to die at your 
age. They are supposed to pass 
on when they reach the twi-
light years. So losing someone 
this young is incomprehensible 
and tragic, in the most literal 
of senses. Our condolences 
have gone to the family. The 
College community, as we 
somehow always seem to do 
when faced with such horrid 
news, pulls together as one 
family since we are all trying 
our best to cope with the loss 
as best we can. But as I told 
my seminar today at the end of 
our discussion, the one thing I 
did was to call my children 
after Dean Alford first tele-
phoned me this morning at 
6:21 as I was trying to drive 
back to school and to tell them 
that I love them. One never 
knows, I guess, when the thief 
may come, and so I always 
think it best never to assume 
that we might have another 
chance to tell those w horn we 
love that we do love them and 
that we do not for once take 
them for granted." 
[Editor's Note: James Kukstis is 
a member of the Tripod staff.] 
Trinity Students, Faculty Participate in 11th Annual Do It Day 
GREG LEITAO '12 
W EDITOR 
Recently Trinity College 
students participated in the 
11th annual Do It Day, volun-
teering around the Greater 
Hartford area at 48 different 
businesses and worksites. Do It 
Day began in 1999 as a way to 
begin the academic year by 
engaging Trinity students with 
the Hartford community. The 
half-day event is always held 
the first weekend after classes 
begin and has grown from 150 
participants in 1999 to nearly 
700 in 2009. 
In an increase from last 
year's 603 student volunteer 
participants, this year saw a 
record number of 680 con-
firmed students, alumni, and 
faculty working throughout the 
afternoon. The volunteers 
worked not only at the different 
sites, but also behind the 
scenes helping with register-
ing, driving workers, and call-
ing those who had registered to 
volunteer. 
Do It Day student coordina-
tors began organizing the event 
in the beginning of June. Co-
coordinators Anne Bonfiglio '10 
and Sean Zimmer '11 began 
calling charitable and commu-
nity-based organizations 
around the Hartford area, vol-
unteering Trinity students' 
services, and requesting assis· 
tance in return. Their efforts 
paid off with over 50 restau-
rants donating food and drinks 
to the Thank You Picnic after 
the event. 
Many local churches of 
varying denominations were 
involved in Do It Day, with stu· 
dents venturing to help with 
painting, landscaping, and any 
other needs and desires. A huge 
portion of Do It Day was based 
on cleaning and fixing the main 
parks around Hartford, includ· 
ing Pope Park, Elizabeth Park, 
Goodwin Park, and Bushnell 
Park. 
Students also traveled to 
Peter's Retreat, a congregate 
housing program for people liv· 
ing with HIV/AIDS in the 
Greater Hartford area. A group 
of Trinity students volunteer at 
Peter's Retreat weekly, but 
even more made the trip in eel· 
ebration of Do It Day. 
One of the main locations 
Do it Day volunteers visited 
was the Hartford Marathon 
Foundation (HMF), where stu· 
dents spent the afternoon set· 
ting up an entire triathlon 
course. Founded in 1994, the 
HMF aims to "organize pro-
grams and events that promote 
health, fitness, and enjoyment 
for participants of all ages and 
experience levels," according to 
their Web site. In only 15 years, 
COURTESY OF LINDSEY EICHLER I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR 
Trinity's 11th annual Do It Day drew a record number of volunteers who participated in almost 50 worksite locations 
the HDF has raised over $3 
million for community charities 
and given $25.3 million to the 
Hartford area. 
Brothers from Pi Kappa 
Alpha (Pike) spent the after-
noon volunteering at Foodshare, 
an organization that strives to 
end hunger in Hartford by 
engaging the community in 
increased awareness and using 
partner agencies to distribute 
food to those in need. 
"There was a remarkable 
amount of team participation, 
in terms of Greek life and 
sports teams," said Bonfiglio. 
"The enthusiasm shown by the 
groups was great, because it 
really brings in the large 
groups." 
Nicole Maleh '13, a member 
of the women's rowing team, 
which worked at Pope Park, 
agreed that the team participa· 
tion was a great benefit. "I 
thought Do It Day was a great 
way to help out the Hartford 
community and bond with my 
teammates. It was a great 
experience overall," said 
Maleh. 
Michelle Royals '12 of the 
women's basketball team could 
not agree more. "Do It Day was 
a great opportunity for us 
Trinity students to become 
involved with and work on 
improving the Hartford com· 
munity," she said. 
Both Bonfiglio and Zimmer 
were pleased at the end of the 
day, acknowledging that they 
"felt really, really great about 
how the entire event played 
out." Yet they refuse to take 
credit as co·coordinators, 
instead insisting that "none of 
that would have happened if it 
were not for everyone else 
involved." 
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Hartford, Conn., Named Third 
Best Mid-Sized College City 
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11 
ARTS EDITOR 
In a report released earlier this year, 
Hartford, Conn., was ranked as the 
third best mid ·size city by the American 
Institute for Economic Research (AIER) 
on their annual College Destinations 
Index (CDI). The index lists the top 75 
cities and towns, split into four tiers by 
size, and takes into account not only 
their Academic Environment, but their 
Quality of Life and Professional 
Opportunity as well. 
Hartford scored well in the 
Academic Environment category, hav· 
ing a particularly high Student 
Concentration, with 82 college students 
per capita. 
The city ranked second in Degree 
Attainment, with 41.1 percent of the 24· 
35 age bracket possessing a bachelor's 
degree or higher, while its Research 
Capacity was just above average, com· 
ing in at $20 per capita. The lowest 
ranking Hartford had in Academic 
Environment was in Student Diversity, 
with 2.9 percent of the student body 
made up of international students. 
The Quality of Life category also saw 
Hartford take high rankings. The city 
scored eighth in Arts and Leisure offer-
ings, comparatively well considering it 
was outranked mainly by larger cities 
with bigger entertainment industries 
such as New Orleans, Las Vegas, and 
Nashville. 
On a similar note, 36 percent of 
Hartford's residents worked in the 
Creative Class, the percentage of work· 
ers who are employed by creative indus· 
tries (music, theater, design, education, 
and arts). The city's Cost of Living was, 
on average, $1,021 for a month's rent on 
a two-bedroom apartment, and 3.2 per-
cent of workers over 16 years of age 
commuted via public transportation, 
bicycle, or walking. 
The last category, Professional 
Opportunity, focused primarily on eco· 
nomic statistics. Hartford was ranked 
second in Earning Potential, at $48,330 
per year income per capita. 
The city's Unemployment Rate was 
below the 8.3 percent average, calculat· 
ed at 7. 7 percent as of April 2009. As for 
the city's economic growth, Hartford 
scored 15.1 in Entrepreneurial Activity, 
which indicates a net increase in the 
total number of business establish· 
ments per capita. 
In the final criterion, Brain Gain or 
Drain, Hartford scored 1.002, showing 
an increase from last year in the ratio of 
area residents who have at least a bach· 
elor's degree. 
"The College Destinations Index 
isn't just for students and their par-
ents," said AIER Research Associate 
Kerning Liang, in a press release. 
"College administrators can use it to 
promote their schools, civic planners to 
tout the desirability of their community, 
and business leaders to plan their next 
move. Indeed, the amenities that create 
great college communities also make 
these destinations great places to visit, 
live and even retire." 
Trinity Collaborates with 
Design Team For New Web Site 
GREG LEITAO '12 
NEWS EDITOR 
In an effort to revamp its Web site, 
Trinity College hired the web design 
firm mStoner, beginning a year· long 
process of focus groups and meetings on 
campus. 
mStoner is headed by President 
Michael Stoner, a respected member in 
the area of new media. Founded in 2001 
by Stoner and partners Voltaire Santos 
Mira and Rob Cima, mStoner "provides 
smart, sustainable communication solu· 
tions to the nonprofit community and 
the organizations that serve that com· 
munity," according to the firm's website. 
The team of mStoner has resumes 
full of print publications, including 
books, radio and television spots, soft· 
ware development, and fundraising 
campaigns. In addition, many of the 
team members have experience working 
for higher education institutes; 
President Stoner himself served more 
than 200 educational institutes during 
his 30 year career as a consultant and 
communicator. 
Working in accordance with Trinity's 
Communications Department and IT 
Office, mStoner is being brought up to 
speed on the hopes for the new, inclusive 
Web site. Last week saw the beginning 
of this development, with meetings of 
both students and faculty, who discussed 
plans and ideas for the new Web site 
with two mStoner representatives. 
These meetings will continue through· 
out the academic year, allowing the 
design firm to get a background on 
Trinity and its student body. 
Furthermore, the representatives of 
mStoner have numerous Trinity publica-
tions that they can use as supplementary 
information in their progress. 
The focus groups include individuals 
from all areas on campus, including ath· 
letics and international studies, in order 
to solicit information from as many 
departments as possible. 
"As part of gathering background on 
Trinity, we've had several days of having 
two mStoner folks meet with people 
around campus representing a wide vari-
ety of areas," said Director of Marketing 
and Communications Jenny Holland, 
"and we wanted to include some students 
in these meetings so they could give their 
impressions of the college from a person· 
al viewbook." 
Though it is in its earliest stages, the 
development of the new Trinity Web site 
will eventually be a campus-wide endeav-
or, with numerous opportunities for stu· 
dents to take advantage of. One plan is 
the creation of a blog open to student sug-
gestions on what additions should be 
made. · 
There also is a small web advisory 
group that has been discussing these 
developments, and plans are being 
formed to create a larger web advisory 
group that will meet monthly until the 
Web site is launched. 
"We're really delighted to be working 
with Trinity and pleased that students 
are interested in the process," said 
Stoner. 
Officers Make I Multiple Car Accident Occurs on Summit Street 
Several Arrests I 
Near Campus 
continued from page 1 
Elementary School. 
The following afternoon detectives 
executed a search warrant at 7 Enfield 
St., arresting 33·year-old Quam Soyini 
and 24·year-old Diamona Randolph. 
The search resulted in the apprehen· 
sion of two ounces of marijuana, $100 
in U.S. currency, and a stolen Smith 
and Wesson .22 caliber firearm. 
Soyini was charged with Possession 
of a Controlled Substance, Possession 
With Intent to Sell a Controlled 
Substance, and Operating a Drug 
Factory. Randolph was charged with 
Possession of a Controlled Substance, 
Possession With Intent to Sell a 
Controlled Substance, Operating a 
Drug Factory, and Risk of Injury to a 
Minor. Further investigation led detec-
tives to link the stolen firearm to 38· 
year-old Andre Jennings, a convicted 
felon, was later charged with Criminal 
Possession of a Firearm, Risk of Injury 
to a Minor, and Possession of a Stolen 
Firearm. 
At 12:25 am, Friday morning, 
police responded to a noise complaint 
at 63 Mahl Ave. Officers observed 25· 
year-old Marcus Vail throw a Bersa 
.380 caliber pistol into the front seat of 
a vehicle. Vail was arrested and 
charged with Carrying a Pistol with· 
out a Permit, Interfering with Police, 
and Violating the City's Noise 
Ordinance. A $275,000 bond was 
ordered. 
REBECCA BROWN '11 and 
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11 
TRTI>OD STAFF 
Last night the residents of Summit 
Street dormitories were awoken by the 
noise from a five-vehicle crash a little 
before 2 a.m. As students trickled out 
of their rooms to see what had hap-
pened, they saw that four separate 
cars parked on Summit Street had 
been hit by a wayward vehicle , the 
first of which had been pushed on to 
the grass and had its entire side 
scraped off. 
The Hartford Police officers present 
at the scene could not comment as of 
press time; however, reporters at the 
scene noted that the front seats of the 
drivers' vehicle, a black Nissan Maxima, 
were reclined all the way back. 
The driver and passenger of the 
car, two young men who are not stu· 
dents at Trinity College, were both 
given field sobriety tests and subse· 
quently handcuffed and instructed to 
sit on the curb by police. 
There were no injuries suffered by 
either party, though an ambulance was 
present. 
As officers began inspecting the 
cars, students were asked to remain on 
the opposite sidewalk. Glass and 
debris littered the road, and the area 
was quickly blocked off by squad cars. 
The four parked cars hit were a sil· 
ver Honda CR·V, a dark green Lexus 
SC300, a dark blue Jetta, and a green 
Jetta. Not all of the owners could be 
found, and those who were asked not 
to be identified in this article. 
"I heard a huge boom," remembered 
Ben Feldman '10, of Summit Suites, 
"and then screeching for five seconds 
and the whole area was up in smoke." 
COURTESY OF NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS ' I I 
Vehicular damage from multiple car collision outside of Summit Street dormitories early Tuesday 
His roommate, Josh Cohen '10, 
related a similar account. "I heard a 
crash and then an explosion that 
sounded like a car bomb, and then I 
heard [one of my roommates] yell, 
'Holy shit! My car!' That's when I ran 
out to see what happened," he said. 
Students who ventured out 
watched the commotion for about 45 
minutes before most returned to their 
rooms. 
One onlooker, Jake Robertson '10, 
said he first heard "the sound of a 
large collision, and I heard the 
screeching of rubber and about a sec· 
ond after, I heard the crash. I looked 
out my window [. . .] and witnessed the 
car spinning out of control, and it came 
to a stop about 50 yards away from 
where the damaged cars on the side of 
the street were. I witnessed the man in 
the passenger seat get out - there was 
smoke everywhere - and just look at 
the vehicle he was riding in." 
Campus Safety will have more 
information in the next few days after 
reviewing video footage recorded with 
on·campus cameras, which caught the 
entire incident on tape. Students will 
be updated as is relevant. 
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Intercollegiate 
Update News In Brief 
University of Connecticut Smith College Nixon Speechwriter Dead at 79 
William Safire, famed New York Times 
columnist and former speechwriter for 
President Richard Nixon, died from cancer 
Sunday, Sept. 28 at a hospice respite in 
Maryland. Safire, best-known for his polit-
ical Op-Eds in the New York Times, was a 
conservative voice in a liberal media out-
let, winning the Pulitzer Prize for com-
mentary in 1978. He also wrote four nov-
els and a memoir of his days in the White 
House during the Nixon administration. 
Three Fatal Bombings Kill 17 
Three suicide bombs were detonated in 
troubled areas of Pakistan, including the 
capital city of Peshawar. 'rhe bombings 
mark the first act of major violence in 
Peshawar in months as civilian casualites 
in the month of August were the lowest in 
a year. Seventeen civilians were killed as a 
result of the bombings and an additional 
90 were injured. The bombings were a mil-
itant response to a Pakistani campaign to 
crush militant revolt. 
Former University of Connecticut Smith College Professor of 
Head Cheerleading Coach Neal H. astronomy Suzan Edwards was 
Kearney, 48, was arrested recently for recently granted access to the 
second-degree sexual assault. Kearney Hubble Telescope by NASA. She 
is accused of having inappropriate sex- will be given seven days to utilize 
ual relations with a 38-year-old male the telescope to further her inter-
inmate while Kearney worked as ests and research in Tauri stars, 
Deputy Warden of Bergin which are stars in the process of 
Correctional Institution forming planetary systems. 
Roger Williams University UMiami Ohio Polanski to Face Rape Charges Navy to Allow Women on Ships 
Jamie Picone, 19, was arrested Miami University freshman American director Roman Polanski 
was arrested in Switzerland last week 
and may be extradited to the United 
States to face charges of statutory rape. 
After pleading guilty to charges of 
"unlawful sexual intercourse" with a 13 
year old girl in 1977, Polanski fled the 
United States for Switzerland. The US 
Department of Justice refused com -
ment on the incident. 
Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is calling for a 
lifting of a ban barring women from 
working on US Naval ships. Currently, 
women are only allowed to serve on sur-
face combat ships and in combat air-
craft. Proponents of the ban claim the 
problems with living space and privacy 
on a submarine would be almost impos-
sible to fix. 
in his dorm room after Campus Matt Healy has become the 
Safety officers discovered mass University's first victim of the 
quantities of marijuana and drug HlNl virus, although doctors have 
paraphernalia. Charged with poses- refused to confirm a HlNl diagno-
sion with intent to distribute, sis. Healy, a Boston native, report-
Picone was expelled from the edly fell ill shortly after arriving on 
University and will be arraigned campus and died at Cincinnati 
Thursday, Oct. l. Hospital this past week. 
SUNY Brockport Roger Williams University Venezuela to Fine TV Networks Deadly Storm Hits Philippines 
A female student from SUNY According to a national poll of 
Brockport was sexually assaulted by more than 250 colleges and univer-
three unidentified males after leaving sities conducted by the Association 
an off-campus party early Sunday of College and University Housing 
Sept. 27. The perpatrators were iden- Officers Educational Benchmarking 
tified as three white men of medium Inc., Roger Williams University has 
build and height, between the ages of been named third in "Best Dining 
18-22. The victim was walking home Hall." Student approval of dining 
alone and Campus Safety has stressed facilities at the University reached 
the importance of walking in groups. 99 percent this fall. 
Venezuelan Justice Minister, Tareck 
El Aissami, announced this week that 
the Venezuelan telecommunications 
regulator will impose fines on any 
cable television companies for airing 
popular American program Family 
Guy. Claiming the show promotes drug 
use, Aissami found a recent episode 
involving a fictional campaign to legal-
i¥ -91 ptuana the most offensive. 
Tropical Storm Ketsana made land-
fall this past Saturday in the 
Philippines, causing the worst flooding 
the nation has faced in more than four 
decades. Despite intensive rescue 
efforts from army, police, and civilian 
volunteers, at least 83 people are dead 
and 26 are missing according to 
Philippino Defence Secretary Gilbert 
Teodoro. 
Trinity College Team Wins Economic Contest 
ALLISON PICKENS '12 
NEWS EDITOR 
A team of a Trinity College profes-
sor and student was awarded the 
annual grand prize in the National 
Generational Theft Contest this past 
Monday. 
The contest, hosted and funded by 
Pajamas Television (PJTV), a subset of 
Pajamas Media (PJM), included mul-
tiple teams and hoping to shed new 
light on the recent economic recession, 
invited college students to join forces 
with their professors to calculate the 
financial impact of the current eco-
nomic environment on a 2009 college 
graduate. PJM considers creative 
hypotheses regarding suggestions to 
ameliorate current economic affairs. 
In particular, PJTV wanted teams 
to find the best method or tool to pre· 
diet a bachelor's degree holder's annu-
al income in 2014, 2019, 2024 and 
2034 after considering the cost of cur-
rent government programs and stimu-
lus packages, including their associat-
ed interest payments, healthcare 
reform, inflation, and taxes. 
PJM is an alternative news media 
established in 2005 by a "network of 
100 bloggers covering news and issues 
led by CEO, Roger Simon," according 
to their Web site, http://www.pjtv.com/. 
Located in El Segundo, Calif., PJM 
also has remote locations in New York, 
NY and Washington D.C. 
PJM members include "instapun· 
dit" Glenn Reynolds, famed TV com-
menter Michelle Malkin, and contro-
versial news correspondent Charles 
Johnson. 
Johnson, well-known for his dis· 
trust for mainstream media and he 
often documents his triumphs over the 
"deception" of mainstream media is 
also a co-founder of PJM. On the Web 
site, Johnson noted his "breaking" of 
the "deceptive photos by the Reuters 
News Service in covering the Lebanese 
war and the recently falsified photos of 
Iran Nuclear Tests run by the 
Associated Press." 
Johnson also claimed his involve-
ment in exposing the Al Dura hoax, a 
highly publicized controversy in which 
a French report staged the 2000 news-
cast of a Palestinian boy allegedly shot 
to death by Israelis. 
Submissions to the contest were 
evaluated by a panel of judges, and 
scores were based on the following cri-
teria: economic foundation, realistic 
use of economic and financial 
resources, sufficiency of supporting 
documentation, technical merit, com-
munication of idea, and creativity. 
Visiting Associate Professor of 
American Business ~hii Economic 
Enterprise, Edward Stringham and 
economics major, Gavin Romm '10, led 
the winning team. 
Stringham, who received his Ph. D 
from George Mason University in 
2002, has been discussed on over 100 
broadcast stations including CNN, 
Fox, and CBS. 
He also has been mentioned in hun· 
dreds of newspapers worldwide. 
Furthermore Stringham has edited 
two books and written two dozen arti-
cles for journals including the Journal 
of Institutional and Theoretical 
Economics and the Quarterly Review 
of Economics & Finance. 
Stringham and Romm developed 
what they refer to as an "interactive 
calculator using Microsoft Excel," 
where people can input personal infor-
mation and economic functions and 
discover how much the 2008-2009 gov-
ernment bailout will cost the average 
person. 
Stringham and Romm began work-
ing on their program after PJM 
announced the contest in late March, 
leaving them only a few short months 
to perfect their project. "We put in a lot 
of time," Stringham commented. 
Their program led to the shocking 
findings that the government bailout 
will cost the average 22-year-old a 
total of $148,035 or $280 per month 
until he reaches the age of 79. 
After submitting their findings to 
PJM in early June, Stringham and 
Romm were notified their program had 
qualified them to move on to the final-
ist round of the contest and on 
Monday, Sept. 21, they were awarded 
the $20,000 grand prize. 
"There is a grass-roots awakening 
among U.S. citizens that trillions in 
proposed government spending will 
fiscally devastate future generations, 
and the Trinity College team's 
Generational Theft Calculator exem-
plifies those debt concerns," said 
Simon. "Who better to address today's 
economic crisis than the professors 
who are analyzing our country's deficit 
spending and the college students who 
soon will be dealing with the conse-
quences of it?" 
Stringham thanked his student 
and colleague noting, "Gavin was great 
[. . .] it's excellent to have such great 
students to work on projects and win 
national contests." 
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Jim Jones Interview 
This week we sat down with President Jones to get the lowdown on the new year, his 
predictions for America's future, and where he sees the Tripod in five years. 
Q: President Jones, thank you for taking the time to speak with us. How did you spend the summer? 
A: I went to my summer house in Alaska. My family has been going there for 13 generations. 
Q: You voted for Barack Obama. Are you still enthusiastic about him? 
A: America is a superpower. The only one in the world. Shout out to my brothers at Psi U! 
Q: Where would you send somebody to eat if they were visiting Trinity for the first time? What is the best meal in town? 
A: Hands down, it is Sam's Fried Chicken around 3:30 a.m. My wife and I like to walk our dogs there, late night. A lot of 
professors go there. 
Q: We hear that you are being so kind as to continue your 
employment here until 2015. How very ... generous of you. 
What are you most looking forward to? 
A: During this economic crisis, I need to ensure one thing. 
That is my employment. And if you think for a second I'm 
going to retire when I could continue to rake in my current 
paycheck, you are dead wrong. I'm the type of guy who rolls 
up to the club with about six of my friends, and we buy out 
the bar. Is that something that you might be interested in? 
Q: Some people have noted that you could be a Brooks 
Brothers model. Is that true? 
A: I don't officially associate my style with any one brand. 
I do like Brooks Brothers. And JPress. And basically any-
thing that says, "seriously, get out of my way." 
Q: Boxers or briefs? 
A: Neither. Not this Jim Jones ... . . .. this Jim Jones. 
A Formal Non-Apology 
Dear Ed Walters, 
Like you, I'm hesitant to engage with something so inane as your letter to the 
editor, but since you obliged me I figured I might as well return the favor. I wish 
that I had space here to tell you about every text, friend request, email, or 
Facebook message I've gotten since my "Open Letter" ran. But I only have one 
page, and when your article has over 400 more views than every single news 
story combined, space can be hard to come by. I doubt you can relate, but try to . . 
imagme. 
This looks like it may be one of those tragic occasions when you think you're 
going to cut me down while simultaneously showing everyone what a cool, clever 
guy ·you are. But I have a feeling that very few people agree with you, and an 
even better feeling that the ones who do aren't the kind of people whose opinions 
mean a whole lot to me. I like people who like funny things. What I wrote was 
funny. At the very least, you seem to think that you're smart, so I'll let you fig-
ure it out from there. 










Late.-N ight Observances 
5. Shorty fire burning on the 
dance floor. Whooao. 
4. A fighting cock. 
3. Ed Walters looking up the word 
"satire" in the dictionary. 
2. A pigmy hippopotamus. 
1. Jim Jones doing the cryp walk 
at Psi-U. 
"Rock Band" Proves More Stirring Than You Think 
Sex Column: Liana Puts Out on Tuesdays 
2§) An Open Letter to Alf long-Distance Boyfriends of Freshman Girls ~ 
Hal.Ebbotl 
Ask Annie: Clearing Up Your Chemical Confusion 
Marine. Alum Stu Howell On Pledging Psi U And Boot Camp 







Tripod Archives Now Available Online 
New Chartwel!s Meal Plans Elicit Comolaints from Students 
New Home Page Brings Organization 
School Announces H1Nl Flu Protocol 
Sophomore Success Program Offers Strategies. Tips for Future 
Trinity Stacks up Poorlv in Annual Princeton Review Rankings 










Writing Center A Valuable Resource for All Student Writers 
STEPHEN ENGLISH '10 
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR 
By now, even first·year students 
know where to find Trinity's prime 
social scene. A quiet, residential area 
by day, Vernon Street becomes infested 
with inebriated students after night· 
fall. Trust me, I am often involved in 
the infestation and am not passing 
judgment. I simply feel that students 
overlook the value of Vernon Street 
when the sun is high above Hartford. 
I'm not just referring to the delicious 
food at the Bistro or the friendly staff 
at Campus Safety; I am advocating for 
the productive use of student 
resources. Trinity College's English 
and Writing Center, located at 115 
Vernon St. , offers students the opportu· 
nity to improve their writing in private 
tutoring sessions. 
The Writing Center employs many 
of Trinity's sharpest minds to help stu· 
dents succeed in their classes. So why 
isn't the Center used by everyone? I 
believe this problem exists because the 
Writing Center is largely misunder-
stood among the student population. 
My three roommates (who are all capa· 
ble writers) are seniors and have yet to 
visit the Writing Center. They laugh at 
the notion of seeking help for writing, 
and jokingly call me "the captain of the 
Writing team." While I always appreci-
ate good humor, I realized that many 
students view the Center as a remedial 
destination. This negative connotation 
can deflate a student's ego, and I feel 
many students object to working with a 
writing tutor because they think it is 
"uncool." It's always nice to be popular, 
but I believe social pressures have 
unfairly curbed the desire for academic 
Dear Dr. Trincest, 
I'm writing to you totally dis· 
tressed about something I found. 
I was on my boyfriend's computer 
the other day, updating my 
Twitter account, and I stumbled 
across a plethora of gay pornog· 
raphy. I don't know what to 
think about this recent discov-
ery. What is your opinion? Do 





It sounds like your boyfriend is the 
one who is confused. You might want 
to investigate this issue a little bit 
more and find out what his deal is. 
First, keep in mind that the stuff 
we fantasize about, or even watch 
online, is not always indicative of what 
we want in reality. So, don't jump to 
conclusions too quickly. If everything 
else in the relationship is going great, 
this might not mean anything. Or, 
there's always a chance that the porn 
isn't his, or that he accidentally down· 
loaded it. 
success. This isn't high school anymore. 
You come here to learn and to get good 
grades, and whether or not you spend 
four years in a drug·induced fog, the 
working world requires clear writing 
and communication skills. 
This year, I have taken on the mis· 
sion of disproving the stereotypes 
placed on the Writing Center. The 
most important point I can stress is 
that we are definitely not a remedial 
destination. The Writing Center is 
comprised of a team of over 30 associ· 
ates, hand·selected to represent all 
majors and fields of study. Whether 
you are a First·year student writing a 
seminar paper on a mountain in the 
Andes or a senior writing a biology 
thesis on the function of a protein in 
Parkinson's disease, there is an associ· 
ate with the background knowledge, 
skill, and patience to work with you. 
Associate Margot Gianis '10 stressed 
that "associates are taught to adapt 
their tutoring style to the needs of the 
individual," a notion that Nana 
Appah·Sampong '12 experienced first· 
hand. He chooses to work with associ· 
ates because they make him feel "com· 
fortable sharing ideas and accepting 
criticism." No matter what questions 
you have, the staff at the Writing 
Center can work with you to find the 
answers. 
When they are not busy tutoring, 
this year members of the Writing Center 
will be involved in exciting projects to 
help shed the negative stereotypes. We 
have just launched a Facebook group 
called "Trinity College Writing Center" 
to notify students of upcoming events. I 
encourage all students to join the group 
and to check back regularly for updates. 
Events this year will include "Writers 
on Writing'' workshops, where promi· 
nent faculty members discuss how they 
approach writing in their field; work-
shops with science professors about lab 
reports and data analysis; and English 
as a Second Language (ESL) workshops 
to address specific writing challenges 
that international students face. 
Furthermore, the Writing Center will 
be involved in community outreach 
efforts to help local students with their 
high school and college admissions 
essays. Our first "Writers on Writing'' 
workshop will be held Wednesday, Oct. 
14th at 4:30 p.m. in the Writing Center. 
We are fortunate to have visiting 
Trinity College English professor, 
Manu Chander, who graduated from 
Brown University with a Ph.D., discuss 
his methods in both creative and criti-
cal writing. 
No one is a perfect writer - even 
your favorite professors make mis· 
~ ?Y;;;llHAt 
... at1swers your k;>ve questiot1s 
DR. TRINCEST 
LOVE EXPERT 
Still, you have every right to wonder 
why your boyfriend possesses dude·on· 
dude material. If you do decide to bring 
this up, do so delicately, because no 
matter what the reason, he will almost 
definitely feel embarrassed. Just be 
honest and tell him how you found his 
stash, and ask him if he can explain 
why he has it. Hopefully he will be able 
to give you a, um, straight answer ... 
Dear Dr . Trincest, 
I recently had a one·night 
stand with a friend of mine. It 
was fun and I was interested in 
doing it again, but now he's been 
acting really weird around me. 
I'm fine with going back to just 
being friends with him, but he 
seems to be avoiding me. How do 




Dear Too Friendly, 
Ah, this is a tough one. Once you 
take that step outside the friend zone, 
sometimes it's difficult to go back as if 
nothing happened. However, depending 
on how good your friendship was, you 
might be able to go back to normal with 
this guy. Try acting naturally, like you 
did before the incident. If he's still act· 
ing weird toward you, come right out 
and tell him that you want to move on 
and be friends like you were before the 
hookup, and you don't want things to be 
awkward between you. Hopefully he'll 
loosen up after that. 
Dear Dr . Trincest, 
I am a freshman guy trying to 
enjoy college, but this girl from 
high school keeps trying to con· 
tact me all the time, calling me 
every other day and texting me 
constantly. She's even sent a few 
e·mails and mentioned me in her 
Facebook statuses. I wasn't real· 
ly good friends with her in high 
school, so I don't even know her 
that well. It's pretty clear that 
she likes me, but I'm not in for 
anything serious, especially with 
someone who doesn't even go to 
Trinity. How should I let her 
down, considering I don't even 
know her that well? 
Love, 
Unwillingly Stalked 
takes. But at least they do not hesitate 
to seek the advice of their peers. 
Perhaps that is what se'ts professors 
apart. They have learned that asking 
peers for guidance is not the sign of 
shoddy writing, but rather the mark of 
someone constantly trying to 
improve. All writing can benefit from 
an extra set of eyes, especially if 
those eyes have been trained to help. 
Stop by the Writing Center this 
semester and see for yourself. We are 
now open Monday·Thursday from 
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 to 9:30 
p.m. You can e·mail or call ahead to 
make an appointment with a tutor in 
your major, or walk in to discuss your 
concerns today (writing·center@trin· 
coll.edu or 860·297·2468) . 
Stephen English '10 is the Head 
Writing Associate at the Writing 
Center. 
Dear Unwillingly Stalked, 
This girl needs to get a grip. Did 
you even do anything to make her 
think you wanted to date her (besides 
answering her calls)? If you're sure 
she's not going to go Lorena Bobbitt on 
you, casually mention to her next time 
she calls you that you finally hooked 
up with a really hot girl the other 
night, or that you absolutely love the 
frat scene at Trinity. She'll hopefully 
get your not·so·subtle hint that you're 
just not that into her. 
If she is just really dense (or, what 
it sounds like, just really desperate) 
and continues her pseudo-obsession 
with you, you ultimately have two 
choices. You can talk to her honestly 
and tell her that you don't want a rela· 
tionship with her. Or, you can just be 
mean and stop returning her texts and 
e·mails, block her from Facebook, and 
screen her phone calls. In this case, Dr. 
Trincest gives you permission. It's up 
to you. 
Mending a broken heart? 
Wondering what your significant other 
is thinking? In desperate need of some 
advice from a trusted sexpert and love 
genius? Send all of your questions to 
Dr. Trincest at tripod@trincoll.edu. 
Top5 
Ways To Get Mugged 
5. Wear a Trinity shirt off-campus. 
4. Carry $200 cash at all times. 
3. Walk around at night alone. 
2. Sport your Barbour coat. 
1. Sing Miley as you're walking 
down the Long Walk. 
A First-Year's Take on 
Mather Hall Madness 
MAIT MAINULI '13 
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR 
It was nearly 9 a.m. and I 
was about to book it across the 
dew-covered quad to my first 
class of the day. The smell of 
spoiled milk and dishwashing 
fluid hit my nose. In an instant 
my headache was back. 
Clanking trays and hollering 
cafeteria workers cut into my 
cranium like a long forgotten 
nightmare. I was glad to be get-
ting out of there, at least for a 
little while. 
I walked to the counter 
where we all drop off our dish-
es. In my hand were a half-
eaten bowl of Captain Crunch 
and a mixture of coffee and hot 
chocolate, the perfect potion for 
the chill of a cloudless 
September sunrise. Venturing 
across the Boulevard of Broken 
Plates, I bumped into a dozen 
young men huddled around the 
television. 
"I'm terribly sorry," I mut-
tered whilst weaving through 
the pack of alpha-males. The 
scent of sweat, shave, and sex 
made my eyes tear and puff. I 
looked sad, like I'd just found 
my goldfish belly-up in his 
bowl. 
A perfectly bald Scott van 
Pelt, resembling a hairless sack 
of skin with eyes, was counting 
down the previous day's Top 10 
Plays. The village elders had 
gathered to comment. 
"Tim Tebow is such a douche 
bag," a small and stocky one so 
eloquently exclaimed. By now a 
crowd had formed. The group 
looked ready to perform some 
sort of sacred ritual - either 
that or the extras from a 
Vampire Weekend music video 
had gotten together for break-
fast. The students swayed in 
unison, drunk with joy like a 
child running from fragile 
waves breaking on a sandbar. 
The mob grew and grew until it 
clogged the capillaries of the 
cafeteria. Girls lugging over-
sized designer bags scowled as 
they waded through the mascu· 
line muck. 
I had eaten breakfast that 
morning with a kid whose name 
I didn't know. He remembered 
mine from orientation, but I was 
too embarrassed to ask him 
again. Instead I tried to read the 
I.D. card carelessly peeking out 
from under his plate. My decep-
tive ways proved useless and 
took my mind off the conversa-
tion, leaving me speechless 
when asked simple questions 
like, 'What classes do you have 
today?" or "What do butterflies 
feel when they get nervous?" 
It's a good thing there are 
signs next to the food at Mather. 
Sometimes I'm surprised at 
what they read. "Pancakes?'' I 
think to myself. "I could have 
sworn that was scrambled 
eggs." But of course, after only a 
few days of healthy eating I fell 
back on my old habit of sugary 
cereal. 
For some reason, I always 
end up with a criminal number 
of crumbs in my cereal bowl. 
These fine particles of sugar col-
lect on the bottom of the cereal 
bins and wait for me to take my 
scoop. Then, without warning, 
they jump into the plastic scoop· 
er and form a thin layer of scum 
across the top of my milk. It 
makes me want to kick The 
Captain in his Crunchberries. 
When I came to breakfast 
that morning I was greeted by a 
flawless smile and broken 
English. It was my dearest 
Olga. She extended her delicate 
hand and swiped my card. "Why 
Olga," I said, "don't you look 
marvelous today?" 
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Human Rights Presentations Inspire 
Summer Fellows Recap Internships at Human Rights Organizations 
NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10 
FEATURES EDITOR 
Interested in saving the 
world? Trinity's Human Rights 
program may be able to help 
you out. This past summer, 
seven Trinity students had the 
opportunity to intern at major 
human rights organizations as 
part of the Human Rights 
Department's Summer Fellows 
program. The program is paid 
and runs for 12 weeks each 
zation whose mission is to 
organize health professionals 
to advance health rights for 
everyone. Amarra worked on 
the Health Action AIDS 
Campaign, and his responsibil-
ities included writing a report 
on Rwanda, organizing a rally 
outside the Massachusetts 
State House, and making 
appointments for the organiza-
tion's health professionals to 
meet with their members of 
Congress during a two-day 
summer. Fellows are able to Leadership Summit in the 
network, travel to exciting 
cities, and most importantly, 
make their own impact on 
their respective causes. 
During Common Hour last 
Thursday, Sept. 24, six of the 
Fellows gave presentations on 
their internships m the 
nation's capital. The interns 
also made a video comparing 
foreign aid for health epi-
demics to the way a pie is cut. 
Instead of allotting each dis-
ease tiny slivers of a small pie 
(or small monetary fund), the 
pie should be larger in the first 
Rittenberg Lounge. 
They worked at 
some of the most 
impressive and 
active organiza -
tions in the coun· 
try. For example, 
Jennifer Abalajon 
'10 went to 
Washington, D.C. 
Fellows are able 
place so that the 
afflicted have a 
to network, travel better chance at 
to exciting cities, 
and most impor-
tantly, make their 
survival. 
Mike Blottin '10 
went to New York 
City to work for the 
Urban Justice 
Center, a law firm 
that seeks to repre· 
sent or give legal 
own impacts on 
their respective 
causes. 
to intern at 
Amnesty International. 
Amnesty's main cause is to 
advocate for individuals all 
over the world whose rights 
are being systematically 
denied. Abalajon described the 
groups of people the organiza -
tion strives to help. These 
included prisoners of con-
science, who were locked up 
solely for expressing their 
beliefs, or even because of 
their race, ethnicity or reli· 
gion. Many of them have never 
even been formally charged 
with a crime. Human rights 
defenders are also targeted in 
many countries, since they are 
the people who have publicly 
spoken out against their 
oppressive governments. 
Amnesty International 
writes letters on behalf of 
these individuals. Abalajon 
gave several examples of their 
casework, such as Gambian 
journalist Ebrima Manneh, 
who was arrested on the job in 
July 2006 and has been miss-
ing ever since. Abalajon and 
the other interns also rallied 
outside the Capitol and sever-
al embassies. 
If your interests lie in the 
health field, follow in the foot-
steps of Greg Amarra '10. He 
interned for Physicians for 
Human Rights (PHR) in 
Cambridge, Mass., an organi· 
advice to people who need it. 
He appreciated being able to 
work with human rights at the 
city level, and he worked on 
bringing a "human rights 
report card" to New York City, 
which would rate politicians' 
records on human rights issues 
for their constituents to see. 
Blottin made the interesting 
point that although the eco-
nomic crisis has only recently 
been a major issue, there are 
other people who have been in 
a recession for a very long 
time. He took away a valuable 
lesson from his internship -
that we must incorporate our 
beliefs into our lives' work, or 
in other words, "live what you 
say." 
If you want to help people 
while exploring New York City, 
consider interning for the 
International Rescue Committee 
(IRC). Sophie Hollingsworth 
'12 had an incredible experi-
ence helping refugees inte-
grate into their new lives in 
New York. The IRC responds to 
the needs of these people, such 
as offering them a furnished 
home, English classes, and 
affordable food, as well as 
doing emergency relief work 
and helping people get health 
care. Hollingsworth directed 
people where they needed to go 
to get this assistance, joined 
them on trips to immigration 
offices, doctors, and Target, 
and often watched the children 
while their parents were get-
ting settled. 
Panida Pollawit '12 
interned with the Watchlist for 
Children and Armed Conflict, 
also in New York City. The 
organization deals with child 
soldiers all over the world, in 
such countries as Nepal, Sri 
Lanka, and Afghanistan. 
Pollawit wrote policy papers 
and organized contact and 
media lists, but she said that 
much of her gratification came 
from all of the research she 
did. She learned about many 
issues overseas that she had 
never been exposed to in 
school, such as HIV-infected 
men in African nations who 
sleep with as many virgins as 
they can, believing it will cure 
their disease. Pollawit also 
spoke of the need to prioritize 
where foreign aid goes, 
because currently, funding for 
food is often cut first. 
As if you needed another 
reason to love Peter Gabriel, 
he founded WITNESS in 1992, 
a non-profit group that aims to 
educate locally-based organi-
zations worldwide to use 
media to document human 
rights violations and advocate 
efforts. William Pollock '10 
interned at the Brooklyn· 
based organization this sum-
mer, where he worked as an 
outreach intern. He main-
tained WITNESS' social net· 
working websites, blogged, 
and worked with communica-
tions. He also assisted projects 
on elder abuse, sex workers 
rights in Macedonia, 
Chechnyan cultural rights, 
and political violence against 
women in Zimbabwe. His work 
with a video petition was very 
satisfying, since it received 
16,000 signatures in only 13 
days. 
The Human Rights Summer 
Fellows Program is a key part of 
Trinity's continuing emphasis 
on global engagement, especial-
ly outside campus borders. 
According to the program's web-
site, past Fellows have also 
interned at Lawyers Without 
Borders, the Mississippi Center 
for Workers' Human Rights, and 
the Women's Commission for 
Refugee Women and Children. 
Interested students should con· 
tact Associate Professor of 
Political Science and Director of 
the Human Rights Program 
Sonia Cardenas. 






AT was enjoying some 
Friday night debauchery and 
overheard an interesting con-
versation. SparkNotes ver-
sion: junior girl shamelessly 
hitting on two freshman 
b d 1 . h " " oys, ec armg er cougar 
tendencies. AT says, what 
happens in the Jungle should 
stay in the Jungle. 
While AT was eating some 
quality Bistro food for dinner 
this weekend, three girls were 
apparently not eager to fill 
their stomachs adequately. 
After trying to decide for a 
while what they wanted, they 
settled on a meal of veggie eru-
dite - split between the three 
of them. Mmm ... tasty. 
On the way to brunch 
Sunday morning, AT couldn't 
help but hear a touching story of 
a girl who was hooking up with 
a Trinity gentleman in her bed, 
when he unexpectedly peed on 
her! AT is guessing that was not 
one of the fluids she was trying 
to exchange. Remember kids, 
break the seal before getting busy. 
Just FYI, AT can also catch 
you in the privacy of your dorm 
room. Yes, that means you, mys-
tery man who was engaged in 
some hand-to-gland combat, 
stark naked on Sunday evening. 
AT is no peeping Tom - this 
gentleman did not even bother 
to put his school-provided paper-
thin window shades to use. 
--
ARTS 
The Trinity Tripod 
Caroline Gart '12, Osman Nern Li '10, Vincent Moore' 11, and Chris Eldin' 10 joke around during a skit. 
Moveable Joints Try Long-Form lmprov 
DANIEL MORGAN '13 
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR 
As Mel Brooks once elo· 
quently stated: "Tragedy is 
when I cut my finger. Co·nedy 
is when you fall into an open 
sewer and die." This is a les· 
son that the improvisational 
performers of the Moveable 
Joints took to heart. Hardly 
content with hovering about 
on the lower rungs of improv 
comedy, the performers began 
the show with a bang, and 
quickly proceeded to scale the 
ladder of self-abasement and 
schadenfreude. 
The crowd in attendance at 
Seabury Hall N217 on Friday, 
Sept. 25 was sizeable and 
eager. The Seabury Chapel 
was a great choice of venue on 
the part of the performers. It 
may be taken as both a good 
sign (for the actors) and a flaw 
(for the audience) that before 
the show began there was only 
standing room. The Moveable 
Joints (Ryan Haney '10, Chris 
Eldin '10, Osman Nemli '10, 
Josh Cohen '10, Vince Moore 
'11, Sean Zimmer '11, Caroline 
Gart '12, and Tamar Stevens 
'12) began in earnest with a 
suggestion from the audience. 
It was at this point that the 
night adopted its tone. The 
suggestion that the actors 
chose was "Feline AIDS ." 
Needless to say, the audience 
was pleasantly baffled by the 
absurdity of the suggestion, as 
well as the performers' will· 
ingness to tackle such a topic. 
What followed was a little 
more than a solid hour of 
raunchy tales of humiliation, 
child abuse, failure, tragedy, 
and venereal disease - in 
other words: pure comedic 
gold. 
The Moveable Joints car-
ried off their sketches well. 
The performers were invari· 
ably quick, clever, and, dare I 
even say, moxious (that is, to 
be filled with moxie). Many of 
the show's jokes went over 
well, and there was a healthy 
degree of give and take with 
the audience. The actors had a 
terrific rapport with one 
another, and in the future it 
will be interesting to see how 
those relationships develop 
and enhance the group's per-
formance. 
If anything felt the slight-
est bit off, it was the perform -
ers' foray into long-form 
improv. Traditionally, this 
form differs from a normal 
performance in two key areas: 
first, it links each sketch 
together with interrelated 
characters, narratives, or 
themes; and secondly, it usual-
ly takes the form of an already 
existing type of theater, lam· 
pooning another genre. 
Yet, for the Moveable 
Joints, any discernable 
cogency was left by the way· 
side within the first two 
sketches. The result was a 
series of strange vignettes 
focusing primarily on the woes 
of man and civilization. 
However, the abandonment of 
a more traditional imagining 
of the form may have been the 
group's strength. Zimmer felt 
the audience responded well to 
the Joints' take on long-form, 
and was excited to see it put 
into play with such a positive 
effect. He went on to suggest 
that the group will be delving 
deeper into long-form in 
future performances. 
In the opinion of this 
writer, the Moveable Joints 
fill a hole in Trinity's artistic 
and performance community. 
Every college could use a dose 
of raunchy, fun, breakneck-
paced comedy, and, fortunate· 
ly for Trinity, the Moveable 
Joints are willing to provide 
it. 
Ryan Haney '10, director of the Moveable Joints, introduces ~e group to the audience during the year's first show on Friday. 
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"The Beatles™: Rock Band™" 
Raises Que;tlons About Technology 
ANNE GIMBEL '11 
STAFF WRJTER 
This month Beatlemania hit the 
United States for the second time 
around. For those who missed the first 
wave, the video game "Rock Band™" 
has released a Beatles version, expos-
ing a new generation of fans to the 
group's music. 
The Beatles have continued to draw 
a devoted following long after their 
final studio album, Let It Be, was 
released in 1970. However, on 
Wednesday, Sept. 9, re-mastered 
recordings of the Beatles' records were 
released, and the game "Rock Band™," 
developed by Harmonix Music 
Systems, issued a Beatles edition, 
allowing even the most tone-deaf to 
play their music and feel like a Beatle. 
Although "The Beatles™: Rock 
Band™" was decried as sacrilege by 
some devoted baby boomer fans, it 
demonstrates the continuing appeal 
and fascination that the Fab Four still 
holds. The Beatles were a part of 20th 
century popular culture. Their music 
was never intended to be preserved 
behind glass, and "Rock Band™" 
allows younger fans to experience and 
interpret the Beatles' music them-
selves. 
The makers of "Rock Band™" have 
worked painstakingly to revive the 
experience of the Beatles music, 
adding the bits of background chatter 
from their albums and pictures from 
the Let it Be rooftop recording ses-
sions, recreating the Fab Four's outfits 
in 3D from the movie Yellow 
Submarine, and even paying homage 
to the driving force behind 
Beatlemania by digitally adding 
screaming teenage girls to the audi-
ences of their live concerts. 
"Rock Band™" allows future fans to 
discover the Beatles' music in an 
entirely new way. While some of us 
were introduced to the Beatles via a 
cassette tape of Help! in our pseudo-
hippie parents' battered red Volvo, new 
fans have much more control over how 
they are exposed to the music. 
Although the Beatles have yet to be 
released on iTunes, they are widely 
available (albeit illegally) on the 
Internet. The Beatles' singles can be 
found easily, but is this at the expense 
of a deeper understanding of the 
Beatles' music? 
Technology makes it simpler for the 
Beatles to gain new fans, but it can 
also inhibit a true exploration of their 
music. Anyone who has listened to 
Abbey Road in its entirety has had a 
drastically different experience than 
someone who has just listened to one 
single from the album. Abbey Road was 
written to flow seamlessly from one 
song to the next, and listening to the 
album as a whole gives one a new 
appreciation for each individual song. 
The release of "The Beatles™: Rock 
Band™" brings up the larger question 
of what technology will do to the way 
we experience music. Technology might 
make music more accessible and allow 
you to expand and diversify your music 
library by letting you pick and choose 
which songs you download. But by 
cherrypicking songs, does the modern 
listener undermine what the artist was 
attempting to express? 
While it may be tempting to look 
back nostalgically on vinyl releases 
and other relics of a bygone era, tech-
nology has created an increasingly 
savvy listener, and permitted more 
interaction between the artist and 
their fans. Paul McCartney and Ringo 
Starr have both participated in the 
release of "The Beatles™: Rock 
Band™," accepting the changing 
nature of the music industry. In the 
end, "The Beatles™: Rock Band™" 
should not be viewed as a step forward 
or a step back, but simply part of the 
long and winding road of popular 
music. 
Trinity Alumni Succeed in Business with Campus Concerts 
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11 
ARTS EDITOR 
In the spring of 2008, Psi 
Upsilon (Psi U) hosted DJ Unk 
for their annual Spring 
Formal. Formerly, attendance 
had peaked at 450 students. 
That year, over 900 people 
attended the show, and Psi U 
raised over $5,500 for the 
American Cancer Society. 
Encouraged by this success, 
Josh Biren '09 and John 
Lingos-Webb '09 decided to 
hire the Ying Yang Twins for 
Psi U's Tropical party. The 
show cost nearly three times 
the amount as previous 
Tropical parties, but the gam-
ble paid off, and Psi U sold a 
record 1,400 tickets in less 
than two days. It was after this 
success that the concept of 
Campus Concerts began to 
take shape. 
"Someone once told me, 
'Find something you love to do 
and you'll never have to work a 
day in your life.' Campus 
Concerts has given me the 
opportunity to do just that," 
said co-founder Biren. 
"Campus Concerts was found-
ed with the goal of bringing 
affordable quality entertain-
ment to colleges across the 
country. Whether it be a frater-
nity party at Trinity or a venue 
show with 15,000 people, we 
will continue to develop 
Campus Concerts around these 
original principles," he contin-
ued. 
Lingos-Webb added, "We 
thought that there was an 
absence of quality live music at 
colleges. Besides the once a 
year 'Spring Weekends' there 
were really no opportunities for 
students to enjoy music on a 
regular basis. This, along with 
the fact that the artists them-
selves really enjoy performing 
on college campuses, helped 
the idea grow and inspired us." 
The company is based on 
the "all-inclusive" aspect of the 
concert. Campus Concerts 
books, produces and promotes 
the act with the help of their 
partner production company, 
Power Posse Productions. 
Furthermore, Campus Conc-
erts functions as a college 
music talent agency of sorts. 
"Discovering new talent at 
schools is something that we 
are very interested in, and then 
giving the kids an opportunity 
to open for our shows," says 
Lingos-Webb. 
While the two founders may 
be Psi U alumni, it is clear this 
company is not merely an 
extension of their party-plan-
ning days at Trinity. It was not 
until the end of Spring 2009 
that the two decided to forego 
various paid opportunities and 
pursue this entrepreneurial 
path. The company was legally 
formed the day after 
Commencement. Soon after, 
they added a third partner, a 
2009 graduate of Dartmouth 
College, Philip Killian. Biren 
says, "The past summer has 
been spent refining our busi-
ness plan, pitching to investors 
and building our company port-
folio through logo and website. 
We are currently scheduling 
shows for this fall and plan to 
tour various college venues 
next spring," Lingos-Webb 
said. "We currently have about 
three to four shows in the 
works for this fall, and then a 
five- to seven-show tour tenta-
tively planned for the spring." 
To start off their season, 
Campus Concerts has just 
finalized the act for Psi 
Upsilon's 2009 Tropical party. 
"He is a world famous DJ 
named Ian Carey," Lingos-
Webb enthuses. "We are flying 
him in from Switzerland for 
the show and then back to 
Spain." 
To follow Campus Concerts' 
progress or book a show, visit 
them at www.campuscon-
certs.com. 
COURTESY OF WWW.CAMPUSCONCERTS.COM 
-
14 THE TRINITY TRIPOD 
JOB OPPORTUNITY 
AT THE WEBSTER 
Event Staffing: 
PART TIME/FULL TIME 
JOB OFFER AS SALES 
REPS!!! 
Local concert venue now hiring 
- for event staffing. 
Opening store is look for 
part-time/full-time, mailing 
Envelops or 
typing is the potential to 
earn $700-$3,000 USO per-
week running your own 
home Business, Suitable 
for anyone willing to com-
mit 1 Hour 30 Minutes a day. 
Customer service experience a 
plus. 
This is a part-time position. 
Apply in person Tu-F 12 - 5PM 
THE WEBSTER 




more pack information 
about the terms and the 
cost involve. 
Discover opportunities to 
STUDY AWAY at the 
Study Away Fair 
Wednesday, September 30, 2009 
4:00 - 6:30 PM 
WASHINGTON ROOM, 
MATHER HALL 
•Lal"n hid se~, fun yar, and salllJRM"' sbldJ sway 
programs I Ot"C Pll~ 35 ~
aroa th world! 
-Mrd wilt rdul"t'ed study away sluilmh, program 
representatives (i: dumng ., ... - Hy famrt.n 
mid Ollke of Ink.-.~ Prognms staff 
• Appem.en ud besserts provided! 
Fw...-eilllanm-..cgztvtdle~olr~Pe"tiiw 
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Undefeated Season for Field Hockey 
continued from page 16 
Middlebury Panthers 2-0. 
Bradley, one of the starting 
Bantam forwards, was recent-
ly honored as both the 
NESCAC and Eastern College 
Athletic Conference (ECAC) 
player of the week for scoring 
a goal and recording an assist 
in the win against Westfield 
State, netting a hat-trick 
against Wellesley, and scoring 
a goal in the win over 
Middlebury. 
The Bantams are looking 
forward to a competitive week-
end, taking on the Wesleyan 
Cardinals Friday, Oct. 2 at 5 
p.m. on Robin L. Sheppard 
Field, and then travelling to 
Williams College for one of the 
biggest games of the season on 
Sunday, Oct. 4. 
The team looks to carry 
this momentum into their 
tough second-half schedule, 
Trinity beat Keene State to remain undefeated, with a 6-0 overall season record. 
with key games m late 
October against Bowdoin 
College and Tufts University, 
who began the season ranked 
first and second, respectively. 
But as Wolcott said, "The team 
is showing a lot of promise. 
This is one of the greatest 
group of girls I have had the 
chance to play with and there 
is such a drive and chemistry 
to the team that if we continue 
to work hard, we can expect 
great things." 
Baseball Alumni Drafted by MLB 
STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
No one goes to an National 
Colegiate Athletic Conference 
(NCAA) Division III college to 
get a jump on playing profes-
sional sports. Division III is for 
the kids who were pretty good 
at sports in high school, but 
realistically saw themselves 
more as scholars than athletes. 
At these schools, it is almost 
unheard of for even one athlete 
in a decade to play at the high-
est level available to him. But, 
for Trinity baseball players, the 
odds are much better. In the 
past seven years, no fewer than 
seven Trinity College baseball 
players have earned a shot at 
every young ballplayer's 
dream: a chance to play in the 
Major Leagues. For now, with 
the exception of Jonah Bayliss 
'03, whose MLB debut in 2005 
marked the first appearance by 
a NESCAC alumnus in 10 
years, none has yet received 
the phone call inviting him to 
the Show. They have all 
enjoyed success at the minor 
league level. 
Bayliss, a right-handed 
pitcher, paved the way for 
future Bantams when the 
Kansas City Royals chose him 
after his junior year in the sev-
enth round of the 2002 ama -
teur draft. Bayliss' stay at the 
major league level did not last 
long. He played 11 games with 
the Royals in 2005 and 50 
games with the Pittsburgh 
Pirates from 2006 and 2007. 
He has a career 5-4 Major 
League record. Before the start 
of the 2009 season, he signed 
with the Saitama Seibu Lions 
of the Japan Pacific League. 
First baseman Kurt 
Piantek '03 was next to go, 
when the Tigers selected him 
in the 44th round of the 2003 
draft. He played until 2005, 
topping out at the Class A West 
Michigan Whitecaps. 
Infielder Jeff Natale '05, 
who still holds perhaps the 
best chance of the seven to 
make the Majors, went in the 
32nd round of the 2005 draft to 
the Boston Red Sox. Natale, 
who has risen steadily through 
the Minors despite a lack of a 
true position - he played left 
field, center field, second base, 
and third base at Trinity - fin-
ished 2009 with the AAA 
Pawtucket Red Sox. 
"I had a pretty good year 
this year [.397 on-base percent-
age in 58 games) and I hope I 
can translate that into the 
chance to be an everyday play-
er in Pawtucket next year," 
said Natale. "The Red Sox have 
an All-Star at every position, 
but I'm just trying to work my 
way up." 
More recently, four mem -
bers of Trinity's 2008 NCAA 
Division III College World 
Series champion team have 
AA and posted a .333 on-base 
percentage in his short four-
game stretch there at the end 
of 2009. 
This past year, battery-
mates Jeremiah Bayer '10 and 
Sean Killeen '09 joined Natale 
and DiBenedetto in the Boston 
organization. Bayer, a right-
handed pitcher who was aca-
demically a junior but had com-
pleted four years of NCAA eli-
gibility, went in the 30th 
round. He had an extremely 
successful two-year stint at 
Trinity in which he posted a 21-
1 record, an ERA of 1.07, tossed 
a no-hitter, and was named the 
2009 Division III Player of the 
Year. Bayer appeared in 14 
games for the short-season 
Class A Lowell Spinners m 
2009, posting a 4.15 ERA. 
RHP Jeremiah Bayer' 10 is pitching for the Lowell Spinners, Boston's Class A team. 
enjoyed the chance to play pro-
fessional baseball. Pitcher Tim 
Kiely '08 (27th round) and 
infielder Thomas DiBenedetto 
'08 (37th round) were drafted 
in June 2008, following their 
senior season, Kiely by the Los 
Angeles Angels of Anaheim and 
DiBenedetto by his hometown 
Red Sox. 
Kiely, who threw Trinity's 
first-ever perfect game in 2007 
and was instrumental to the 
team's 2008 success, has 
reached the AA level. He has 
posted a career 4.16 ERA and 
14-9 record in 52 Minor League 
games so far. 
DiBenedetto, whose two 
younger brothers attend 
Trinity, has also advanced to 
Killeen, a catcher and co-
captain in 2009 as well as the 
seventh Bantam to turn profes-
sional in the past seven years, 
joined the Red Sox organiza -
tion as an undrafted free agent 
and joined Bayer at the Class A 
level this season. 
Former Bantams have 
clearly demonstrated their 
ability at the professional level, 
and Natale predicted that 
these seven are just the first of 
many. "With the success of the 
program the past few years, 
any of [the current Trinity 
players) have just as good a 
chance as anyone else," said 
Natale. "Coach Decker has 
done an amazing job with the 
team." 
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Upset Victory over E. 
Conn. for Men's Soccer 
continued from page 16 
finished one of those chances, 
but it doesn't always go your 
way." 
The teams had an even 
amount of scoring chances, 
taking 15 shots apiece. 
Trinity was able to put seven 
of those shots on frame, one 
more than Eastern 
Connecticut. Schonberg and 
Eastern Connecticut sopho-
more goalie Carl Appel each 
recorded six saves for their 
team. Eastern Connecticut 
fell to 5-1-1 with the loss. 
Trinity followed up their 
upset victory with a 1-0 win 
over NESCAC foe the Bates 
College Bobcats in Lewiston, 
Me. on Saturday, Sept. 26. 
The score was tied at zero five 
minutes into overtime when 
Mayernick put the Bantams 
on the board. Marlette was 
credited with the assist. The 
Bantam defense dominated 
the Bobcats' attack. While 
they were able to muster 11 
shots, only three made it 
through to Schonberg. The 
Bantam attack did slightly 
better, putting five of their 11 
shots on target. 
The wins, coupled with the 
tie against Middlebury, 
should see the Bantams 
ranked in the upcoming 
coaches poll. 
Another upside for the 
Bantams will be the return of 
forward and leading scorer, 
Sam Wisner '10, who has been 
sidelined with an ankle injury. 
Trinity (4-0-1) will play 
Western Connecticut State on 
Wednesday, Sept. 30 before 
playing NESCAC rival 
Wesleyan at home on 
Saturday, Oct. 3. With five 
games completed and no loss-
es recorded, this team seems 
destined for a great season. 
Overseas Travel Banned 
for All NESCAC Teams 
continued from page 16 
is reversed. 
The decision seems to be 
supported by most of the 
NESCAC teams. Middlebury 
Athletic Director Erin Quinn 
said that the financial strain 
had become more noticeable in 
recent years and that he was a 
strong supporter of the deci-
sion. Quinn, who took many 
international team trips as 
Middlebury's head lacrosse 
coach for 15 years, said, "It's 
just not right." He emphasized 
that a school cannot be cutting 
staff, programs, and facilities 
on its campus in order to send 
teams on unnecessary trips. He 
added that he would love to 
send teams abroad once more 
when it was affordable for the 
school. 
Trinity's head squash coach, 
Paul Assaiante, took his stu-
dent-athletes to Bogota, 
Colombia, last year, one of 
many international trips he has 
taken in his career as a coach 
here. He regards trips as bene-
ficial because they build great 
team chemistry and introduce 
the students to different cul-
tures in ways they could never 
learn in a classroom. He did, 
however, support the 
NESCAC's decision. He said he 
felt awkward asking the fami-
lies of the athletes to help pay 
to go to Colombia. Like Savage 
and Quinn, Assaiante hoped 
that international travel would 
be allowed as soon as all schools 
could afford the luxury. 
Most sports teams here at 
Trinity have traveled out of 
country in the last few years. 
The men and women's soccer 
teams played overseas this 
summer just before the new 
edict was enforced. The swim-
ming team will no longer be 
able to take its annual trip to 
Puerto Rico. These are a few of 
opportunities that will not be 
taking place in the foreseeable 
future. 
The ban on international 
travel is another example of 
how the suffering economy has 
affected all parts of society, 
including college sports. All 
schools must make cutbacks on 
unnecessary luxuries and inter-
national traveling is just one. 
EMILY GITTLEMAN '1 1 I PHOTO EDITOR 






Baseball players repre· 
sent Trinity on MLB 
teams 
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The Trinity Tripod 
F. Hockey Remains Unbeaten with Win over No. 20 Keene State 
ANNE WALLER CURTIS '12 
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR 
The Trinity College field 
hockey team started the sea· 
son ranked No. 12 in the 
Kookaburra/National Field 
Hockey Coaches Association 
(NFHCA) Preseason poll. Last 
season, they appeared at their 
first National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) 
Championship Tournament 
since 1998 and advanced to 
the second round. This came 
just after they had won 
Trinity's first home field hock-
ey tournament game. Now, the 
team is off to a 6-0 start, with 
a No. 10 ranking in the coach· 
es poll. Co-captains Carrie 
Wolcott '10 and Meg Ryan '10 
lead a strong squad that fea· 
tures All-Americans Robyn 
Williams '11 and goalkeeper 
Gina DiNallo '12. 
The Bantams have 
knocked off two ranked oppo· 
nents in the last 10 days en 
route to their impressive 
undefeated start. On 
Saturday, Sept. 19, the then 
No. 15 ranked Bantams took 
on the 11th-ranked 
Middlebury College Panthers 
on Robin L. Sheppard Field 
and recorded a 2-0 win, their 
first over Middlebury since 
1999. This was also the first 
win over Middlebury for Head 
AMALIA NICHOLAS '131 PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR 
The Trinity field hockey team shut out Keene State on Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2..0. 
M. Soccer Team Starts 
Season on Right Foot 
ALEX FITZGERALD '10 
SPORT'S EDITOR 
In his sixth season as head 
coach, Trinity College men's 
soccer coach Michael Pilger 
has assembled a squad that 
looks poised to post the best 
season in recent Trinity histo· 
ry. It may be a little early to 
bestow such accolades on this 
team, but early season wins 
have this team dreaming big. 
After playing New 
England Small College 
Athletic Conference 
(NESCAC) rival Middlebury 
College to a tie on Saturday, 
Sept. 19 the team beat the 
Eastern Connecticut State 
University Warriors on 
Wednesday, Sept. 23. Eastern 
Connecticut, ranked No. 2 in 
New England and No. 13 in 
all of Division III, was unable 
to score on Trinity goalkeeper 
Grant Schonberg '11. 
Trinity, ranked No. 5 in 
New England, benefited from 
a couple of lucky breaks to 
record the l ·O victory. 
Midfielder Pete Marlette '11 
scored the game's only goal 20 
minutes into the second half. 
His shot, from the top left cor· 
ner of the 18-yard box, rico· 
cheted off an Eastern 
Connecticut defender before 
finding the back of the net. 
Forward Dan Mayernick '12 
recorded the assist. 
However, a couple of shots 
by Eastern Connecticut soph· 
omore forward Matt Furman 
may have been the defining 
moments of the game. About 
20 minutes into the contest, 
Furman rifled a shot that beat 
Schonberg, but was unable to 
find its way under the cross· 
bar. He took another shot 
from close range early in the 
second half that struck the 
lower left post and bounced 
out. 
Eastern Connecticut sen· 
ior forward Maxim Fantl, who 
has scored 39 goals in his col· 
lege soccer career, was held in 
check by the Bantam defend· 
ers, taking only two shots in 
the game. Coach Pilger, who 
coached Fantl's club team in 
West Hartford, knew that con· 
taining the Eastern 
Connecticut star would be a 
key to the game. "You hope to 
contain him. You hope to keep 
him out in front of you and 
make him beat you. You just 
hope to get fortunate, actual· 
ly. He's going to get his," said 
Pilger. Fantl took part of the 
blame for his team's loss say· 
ing, "I walk away from this 
game knowing I should have 
see UPSETonpage 15 
Coach Anne Paramenter. In 
her ninth year here at Trinity, 
Paramenter said, "this is the 
best team I have ever had." 
Williams and Christy Bradley 
'11 each scored for the 
Bantams, and DiNallo record· 
ed the shutout. 
The Bantams took on 
Keene State, ranked 20th 
NFHCA Preseason National 
Coaches Poll, on Sept. 23 and 
experienced similar success. 
First-year Michelle Williams 
scored two goals as the 
Bantams rolled to a 2-0 victory 
in front of the home crowd. 
This was particularly impres-
sive for Williams, who is actu· 
ally the centerback, a defen· 
sive position. Keene State, tra· 
ditionally, is a strong non·con· 
ference opponent and Wolcott 
noted that it was important 
that almost the whole team 
saw playing time and was able 
to gain experience that should 
prove valuable throughout the 
rest of the season. 
On Saturday, the Bantams 
travelled to Bates College and 
came away with their third 
shutout of the season, a 3-0 
win. Alanna Capasso '13 
scored her first goal of the sea· 
son. Wolcott and Bradley 
added the final two. The 
Bantams are now 3-0 in the 
New England Small College 
AMALlA NICHOLAS '13 I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR 
Sisters Robyn Williams '11 and Michelle Williams '13 have contributed hugely. 
Athletic Conference 
(NESCAC) after the win at 
Bates. Trinity is tied for first 
place with Tufts and Williams. 
Ryan said after the game, "We 
are off to a great start and are 
improving every day and we 
look to continue the momen-
tum we've been building 
through the first six games." 
The team will continue to 
benefit from a strong class of 
First-year players as they gain 
experience. First-year Haley 
Thompson, the starting left 
midfielder, commented that 
she is really enjoying the sea -
son so far. "It's so much fun 
being a First-year on the 
team; these girls are like the 
big sisters I've never had," she 
said. 
Around the NESCAC, this 
weekend was marked by two 
upsets, proving just how com-
petitive the league is. Amherst 
College, usually a powerhouse, 
fell to Connecticut College 2-1. 
Bowdoin, who began the sea· 
son ranked No. 1 in the 
NFHCA Preseason National 
Coaches Poll, fell to the 
see UNDEFEATED on page 15 
NESCAC Forbids lnt'l Team Travel 
MARC DIBENEDETTO '13 
SPORT'S CONTRIBUTOR 
In 2008, New England 
Small College Athletic 
Conference (NESCAC) sports 
teams traveled across the globe, 
experiencing a wide variety of 
different countries and cul· 
tures. This year, NESCAC 
teams will not travel beyond 
the United States border. A 
recent decision made by the 
NESCAC, put into effect on 
Sept. 1 of this year, banned 
international traveling for all 
sports teams. 
Executive Director of the 
NESCAC, Andrea Savage, said 
the decision was put into effect 
mainly for financial reasons. 
Colleges, on average, saw their 
endowments drop 23 percent 
during the 2009 spring semem· 
ster. With this drop, the schools 
would be unable to help athlet· 
ic teams pay for their training 
trips. The burden began to fall 
on the families of the student· 
athletes to help pay for the 
trips. The NESCAC felt that 
asking students to raise money 
for expensive trips was an 
unnecessary pressure in this 
economic time. However, 
Savage did say that the decision 
was more of a "temporary sus-
pension" than an outright ban. 
She expressed hope for the 
return of international travel, 
but made it clear that it will be 
a long time before the decision 
see OVERSEAS on page 15 
The T .. lnity College football team blew thwoagla the Bates College 
Bobcats this past weekend to sec1D'e thei .. fint vlctoiry of the season, by a 
Bnal sco ... of 35·14. With the win, Trinity extends Its al ... ady imp ... sslve win• 
Ing st ... ak to 11 games. It ls also the 16th consecatlve game that Bates bas 
ost to Trinity. In bis flnt game as staaoting quaaote .. back, c .. a1g o .. asbosky '11 
tla ... w fo .. 225 yaaods and two toacladown passes. Meanwlalle, tile Bantam 
ilefensive line plagaed the Bobcats fo .. the daaoation of tile game, p ... venting 
*1&e Bobcats &om conveirtlng six Bantam !ambles and one lnteaoc:eptlon, into 
points. 
Tlais coming weekend, the Bantams will face even mo ... competition 
wlaen they play Williams at laome. Tile Trinity· Williams rivaliry continaes to 
th .. ive tlaanks to this match•ap eacla fall. To .. emind all Bantam fans: in 2006, 
Williams ended T .. inity's 3 l•game winning st ... ak with a 41· 16 apset. Tile fol-
lowing yea .. , T .. inity p .. evailed in an anfoaogettable game. Seeking .. evenge fo .. 
the 2006 loss, tile Bantams sco .. ed a toacladown in triple oveaotime to shatte .. 
a 40·40 tie. In 2008, Taoinity became the fint team to beat Williams on thei .. 
home tad since 2004. Witla a sco .. e of 20· l 7, T .. inity .. emained andefeated on 
thei .. way to an 8·0 season and a New England Small College Athletic 
Confe .. ence (NESCAC) Claampionship Title. 
Both teams will begin this weekend wltla andefeated .. eco .. ds and one 
ESCAC win each, as Williams beat Colby College 23· l 9 on Sata .. day, Sept. 26, 
bat only one team will aoemain andefeated come Sat1U'day evening. Join the 
Bantams at Jesse/MUie .. neld, be ... in Haaotfoaod, fo .. a game that paoomises to 
e extremely exciting. 
